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Discrimination Discussed At 
l •••• ,, '• ;) .,, 
Congret~ 
by Gail du Fosse' 
Student Congress passed the 
motion to recommend the 
phrases "sexual orientation" 
and "political affiliation" be 
added to the Freedom from 
Discrimination clause of the 
Student Conduct Code at their 
Tuesday meeting. Congress 
will attempt to. bypass Vice-
President of Student Affirs 
Richard Corren ti and 
President James Whalen, 
bringing this motion directly 
to the Board of Trustees. 
The purpose of adding these 
phrases to the Student Con-
duct Code is to prevent 
discrimination by the College 
towards groups or individuals 
because of sexual orientation 
and political affiliation within 
the realms of concrete areas 
such as use of facilities on 
campus. 
Discussion on the motions 
was opened by Josh Cantor, 
Chairperson of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on the Student 
Conduct Code, who presented 
a survey taken of 119 students' 
opinions on these additions to 
the clause. The survey showed 
that 630/o of the students were 
in favor of the addition. Can-
tor also made an amendment 
that the two terms be voted on 
separately by Congress, rather 
than as one statement, which 
was what was proposed 
originally. This amendment 
was passed. 
The first phrase, "sexual 
orientation", wiis opened to 
the floor for discussion. 
Correnti spoke, saying that 
because a specific minority 
was not mentioned, it does not 
mean that minority is open for 
discrimination, comparing 
"the plight of gay people to 
the plight of short people." 
He also said that he has se~n 
no documented evidence that 
past discrimination has 
existed. 
Congress members an-
swered Correnti with examples 
of discrimination by the 
College in sexual orientation. 
Several students also argued 
by saying even if nothing 
serious has previously existed, 
we still should safeguard for. 
"political affiliation" to the 
clause. Count was 17 in favor, 
two opposed and five absten-
tions. 
Announcements at the 
beginning of the meeting in-
cluded two new committees. 
The first i,, a committee which 
will deal with the divestment 
issue, and the second is one 
which will in\·estigate the lack 
of minority material, used in 
IC classes. An example is a 
class which uses books by male 
authors only. If interested, 
contact Bette Ann Sacks at the 
Safety and Security Active the future in this clause. The Student Government office, vote to add the phrase "sexual ,377. orientation" to the clause was Chairperson of Congress, 
passed with 25 in favor, one Jeff Hallenbeck, brought two F1· ghts ~ +;Tt-;-~ 
·.:;)~., ·"= ~ [ __ •. 
Fires ~"i:.-t·. r~.-~-
By Chuck Post 
There have been 26 fire 
alarms and 2,000 dollars spent 
_ to maintain the fire ex-
tinguishers on campus bet-
ween September 1 and Oc-
tober ·1. Ther have been four 
actual fires, most of which 
were dryer fires. "This con-
stitutes a problem,'' said Lou 
Withiam, Director of Safety 
and Security. 
As the dorms are renovated, 
new washers and dryers have 
been suplied. The life expec-
tancy of a new dryer is 8 to IO 
years, but students overload 
them which causes them to get 
hot and catch on fire. The 
machines have been moved to 
the basement of the Towers to 
make them more accessible to 
the fire department, in case of 
a fire. The lower Quads 
received all new heavy duty 
machines when the buildings 
were renovated. "Mr. Miller, 
of Miller Vending Machines, 
has been very cooperative in 
working with the college," 
Withiam continued, "we call 
something to his attention and 
he acts on it." 
"Tampering with fire ex-
tinguishers has been a real 
problem. When they are stolen 
or discharged the whole floor 
Lou Withiam. 
gets billed, and that puts the 
Resident Advisors in a bad 
position", said Jim Scott, a 
Resident Director. Last 
weekend, six extinguishers 
were shot off in a dormitory. 
"That is a very serious 
situation, 2 ½ gallons of waler 
can save a person's life", ex-
plained Withiam. "People say 
it won't happen to them, ,but 
there recently was a bad fire 
on the campus in Binghamton, 
and they lost a whole dorm. 
I've heard people say it can't 
happen because of fire 
resistance, but the entire con-
tents of the room can go up in 
flames," commented Scott. 
Contacting the city Fire 
continued on page 8-
Stops opposed and two abstentions. constitutions to be approved, F O Discussion of the addition the IC Health Administration I ght. of "political affiliation" wa~ Committee and the IC Bible opened to the Ooor. Corrent1 Research Group. These were 
8 
S N repeated that he knew of no both approved by Congress. 
Y te~e e5ler _ past examples of The remaining items on the 
A d1sturban~e was caused m discrimination by the College agenda, a motion on Religious 
the Egbert Umon by two out- because of political affiliation. Holidays and an amendment 
of-state co~lege student~ last Congress members again an- to the Governance Document, 
Thursday n_ight. A~cordmg to swered with examples. The were tabled until next weeks 
Lou Withiam, Director of discussion was closed with the meeting. 
Safety & Security, the two in- vote passing the motion to add 
toxicated males had open beer N Al} e d H } h 
bottles, wh~ch is in violation of e W I e ea t 
the ABC hquor laws and an 
!~:~~~ion.College Safety Dean Appointed 
When asked to leave, the 
two refused and became 
belligerent, abusing the Union 
staff, Withiam said. 
When the Union manager 
called security, one of the 
youths knocked a candy can-
nister off the counter, 
breaking it and causing ap-
proximately ninety dollars in 
damage. 
Security responded to the 
call, and the officer escorted 
the pair to his car. While one 
youth entereu the car, the 
other refused. After striking 
the officer, he and his friend 
attempted to escape, Withiam 
said. They were apprehended 
as a second security officer 
arrived. 
According to Withiam, the 
two were taken to the Tom-
pkins County Jail, where one 
continued on page 8 
by David O'Flaherty 
Cornelis W. Koutstaal has 
been appointed Dean of the 
School of Allied Health 
Professions at Ithaca College. 
Dr. Koutstaal is currently the 
Director of the Brooklyn 
College Speech and Hearing 
Center for the City University 
of New York. He is scheduled 
to take office at Ithaca College 
on February I, 1979. 
Koutstaal will be super-
vising a school of 530 students 
and 40 full and part-time 
faculty at i:c., while over-
seeing an adjunct program in 
New York City. While at 
Brooklyn College, Koutstaal 
supervised about 400 graduate 
and undergraduate students, 
30 faculty members, while 
directing a clinic serving 1200 
outpatients each semester. 
Koutstaal ha» taught at 
Bowling Green State Univer-
sity in Ohio, The Clarke 
School for the Deaf, and the 
Gffatha School for the Deaf in 
the Netherlands. 
He is a member of several 
speech and hearing societies 
including the American 
Association of Phonetic 
Science, of which he is a char-
ter member, the American 
Speech and Hearing 
Association, and the 
Student Power Lost 
American Audiology Society. 
Among his degrees are a 
masters in psychology from 
Springfield College, and a 
Ph.D. from Case Western 
Reserve Univer~ity in speech 
pathology and audiology. '- by Denise W crthcim The struggle of student rep-
resentation is not only a recent 
issue but one that has been 
of concern for the past eight 
vears. Between I 970 and 1972 
there was much discussion 
concerning the problem of 
student representation. 
During' that time representa-
tion in the Humanities and 
Sciences departments varied 
greatly. Some departments 
were represented equally 
by students and faculty mem-
bers, others had two or three 
representitives and still others 
had no student participation. 
In 1972 it was ruled that de-
partments could determine 
the amount of representation 
they desired but there had to 
be at least two student rep-
resentitives. After this resolu-
tion was put into effect, there 
was a great surge of student 
participation. Soon this began 
to taper off and student par-
ticipation became scarce. The 
question of student represen-
tation was then left until it 
was brought up again early 
last fall. 
At the beginning of last 
year concerns involving stu-
dent representation were pre-
sented to Tom Longin, Dean of 
Humanities and Sciences. 
Some students felt that it was 
difficult for them to vote on 
personnel matters within 
departments. All too often 
students were the deciding 
vote on such matters as rehir-
continued on paRe 7 
Cornelis W. Koutsaal. 
---__,.;;..._ _____________________________ ~----
Koutstaal i, filling the place 
left by Robert Spra1ge, who is 
presently on sabbatical in 
Australia. Spraige requei;ted 
to step down from hi\ po~it1on 
as Dean of the School of 
Allied Health Professions. He· 
will most likely return to l.t.. 
to teach physical therapy. 
The role of Dean i, presen-
tly being filled by the a'>~i'>tant 
provost, Dr. Allen, and Acting 
Provost Frank Falcone. 
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ITHACAN 
INQUIRER 
By Bette Ann Sacks 
Photos by Linda Melman 
and Gail Lahm 
Qucslion: 
Professor Jon Laslmwitz,Soc 
think it was real smooth 
for our department this year. 
I like the fact that faculty 
are not forced to make all of 
the decisions as to who is 
going to be in their classes. 
It \Vas real painful for us 
to say no since so many 
people wanted to be in our 
courses.[4 to 3 credit change] 
It is a lot more work for the 
faculty and students in our 
department. We were ·a 
4 credit department so a lot 
of our majors carried 4 courses 
for 16 credits; now, they 
are carrying 5 courses. I 
believe a lot of the faculty 
have not altered their syllabi 
to match the now-mandated 
3 credit requirement. 
What is your opinion of the 
pre-registration process, 
and has the change from 4 to 
3 credits affected you. 
If so, in what way. 
~~ ~ -,, A:"~ .. rt' 
Sharon Seymour, Soc./ 
Anthro. Secretary 
I think it is easier, but it will 
never be as easy as people 
would like it to be. The 
problem that they had in the 
Job and Demote rooms a year 
ago was really bad, and I 
think this year is a step up 
from that. But there will 
always be room for improve-
ment. Some of the people who 
don't have a major aren't 
guaranteed courses. 
Linette Liebling, Soc. 
The change from 4 credit 
;1. to 3 credit courses has really 
Mark Fox, Acctg. '81 affected me in the way that 
I think it is better than last I am now forced to take 5 
time, but I still find the fact courses for 15 credits as 
that we get closed out of opposed to 4 courses for 16 
courses is not right. I don '1 credits. This has prevented 
think it is fair how the) /me from giving ample time 
determine the first-come- to each course. My course 
first-serve basis for signing load, for each individual 
up for courses because I course, has not decreased. I 
have gotten closed out of find myself continually 
courses. I don't like the swamped with work. I find 
hassle of coming back after my self increasingly frustrated 
vacation and having to chase .~n~_~ngry. -,~-"' 
a professor down to get into .·;· ,:-, .. ·'i ,-~ '' 
a course. I think that the ··~·;.J)i: 
general organization of pre- V 
registration should be much · 
better than it is now. 
Marcia Goldstein, Undec. '82 
I think it is kind of hard for 
people who really don't 
· know what they want to do. 
"- _ If you arc looking forward to 
Professor Walter Hom, taking something and you 
Philosophy have your heart set on it, 
It seems to be running you have to wait until 
~moothly. as far as I can December to even find out if 
tell. I am not sure if it is you get it, and you can get 
perfectly fair to freshpcrsons closed out of it by that time. 
because many of the courses If you're undecided you are at 
they would like to take arc the bottom even of the fresh-
dosed by the time allotted person class during pre-
for them to register. registration. 
THE ITHACAN November 9_,1978 
EDITO 
What do you people want from me!?! I was handed on ultimatum at the beginning of the 
semester--lmprove the paper or else ... I, and the rest of the staff, have improved the hell out 
of the ITHACAN. 
Do you think it was easy? Do you think it's all fun and games? Well, believe me, it's more 
time and more effort than you people would ever dream about. 
The s/aff members on this paper are dedicated involved people. But there are only a small 
number of them so each one must put in the work of two, sometimes three, people. I myself 
iive the ITHACAN at least forty hours each week. 
Now you want to tell me my priorities are screwed up. I should have had that book read 
for Thursday's class and I should have had a paper written for this week and 1/ I'm fate to 
class you 'II count it as an absence. I'm being torn apart. 
We don't get credit for the work we do on the ITHACAN, we get an invaluable exper-
ience--and love it. But you 're making life almost impossible. I don't sleep very much, I eat 
meals every other day or so, and I haven't worn underwear for three days because I don't 
have time to do my laundry. And still you can look ·me in the eye and tell me "You should 
have ... '' But I couldn't. 
By Felice Linder, Editor in Chief 
;n •• ,.,,Letters/ boa,d 
Whalen Responds To 
Inquirer 
TO THE EDITOR: concerning thoseAuestions. As 
Several weeks ago the a response was encouraged, I 
Ithacan Inquirer asked the would like to respond to each 
following question: 'question, but I must point out 
"President Whalen spoke at that because of the com-
Congress last night. If you had plexities involved with some of 
been there what questio~ · the questions, my response 
.would you have addressed to will be somewhat lengthy. 
him?" Tom Reifsteck asked why so 
At that time the Inquirer in- much money is spent on 
dicated that it welcomed feed- grounds upkeep. This is a 
back from the administration question that could have been l:T I -· . \ . ·- . -- .. --\- "\ 
// ' \ 
--~ _..._ _________ ... .\ .. 
·~-- ----- -
addressed in detail at the open 
budget meeting covering the 
Physical Plant area. In this 
limited space I cannot put the 
grounds maintenance budget 
in perspective. I therefore 
suggest that you speak with 
Tom Salm, the College's 
Business Manager, for details. 
To comment briefly, however, 
the amount of money spent on 
grounds maintenance is in fact 
moderate, and I think the need 
very important. To respond to 
your comment on the dollars 
saved on less grounds main-
tenance being spent on im-
proving the teaching personnel 
for the, School of Business, I 
crmtinued 011 f){lf!,e /4 
The ITHACAN will not be 
publishing another issue until 
November 30. It has been the 
practice of the ITHACAN not 
to publish directly before 
vacations due to lack of adver-
tising. Therefore, we take this 
opportunity to wish all an en-
joyable and RELAXING 
Thanksgiving holiday. 
A \,\,',·ck/, ,'\,·" '!'"!''"'· l'11hll\hl'd /11d1'/Wt1<fr111h h,· th,· ,\u,d,'111, 11/ Ithaca C11ll,·~,· 
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OP EDS & LETTERS 
CCLOP Examined 
Recently, I have been in-
creasingly aware of what ap-
pears to be proliferating am-
bivilance concerning the effec-
tiveness and viability of the 
C.C.L.O.P. As is the case 
with many organizations 
requiring ·considerable time 
and energy, if certain tasks are 
not completed then very little 
can be accomplished. Many 
times these tasks include what 
might best be referred to in 
academia as "shit work". 
Nonetheless, there must be 
people willing to assume cer-
tain responsibilities. 
Unfortunately, the fact of 
the matter is that often some 
are not able to contribute as 
much personal energy as 
others. This creates an im-
balance in energy expended by 
the collectivity. 
However, what this often leads 
to is an interpretation that 
some individuals arc "power 
seekers" or trying to grab the 
spotlight for their own benefit. 
Collectivity is a wonderful 
thing to have, however, collec-
tive effort is debilitated by 
varying degrees of personal 
involvement. 
I believe that in order for 
C.C.L.0.P. to be effective, as 
I believe we HA VE been, there 
must be structure internalized 
within the collective body. My 
appeal essentially amounts to 
this: If you are concerned 
about campus related issues 
please make an effort to at-
tend meetings of the 
C.C.L.0.P. or contact and 
question members of the 
coalition. Contact persons 
can be located on the 
C.C.L.0.P. information 
board in the Union Snack Bar. 
In order to clarify the collec-
tive intentions of the group, 
the following is a statement of 
purpose of the Campus 
Coalition for The Liberation 
of Oppressed Peoples: The 
purpose of the CCLOP is to 
address concerns over op-
pression and abridged human 
rights. Attention shall be 
focused on issues concerning 
the Ithaca College community, 
as well as problems of national 
and global significance as it 
re/ares to campus communitv , 
struggles. · 
Through the utilization of 
literature, meetings, 
educational forums and 
speakers the coalition will at-
tempt to increase and 
strengthen the level of 
Feats Don't Fail, BOC Does 
To the Editor: 
I would like to thank Geoff 
Patack and the concert com-
mission for having one of the 
best concerts that I have seen 
in my four years at Ithaca 
College. I think that Little 
Feat put on an excellent show. 
In this respect the concert was 
fantastic. Unfortunately the 
concert experience was the 
pits. 
When on line I noticed that 
the concert commission had 
not brought out any garbage 
cans. Beer bottles, cans and 
cases were spread all over the 
lawn. I brought this problem 
to the attention of the Chair-
man in-charge of production 
for the concert commission. 
When asked to provide gar-
bage cans he said he would 
look into it. One and a half 
hours later there were no trash 
cans. I saw the production 
chairman again and reminded 
him, but the cans never 
materialized. The resuli was 
broken bottles and a real mess 
after the concert. 
The next item I was 
distressed about was that 
nobody from the concert 
commision or ~afety was out 
in front of ·the barrier to 
organize the crowd into a line. 
Eventually people climbed 
over the barrier until·the space 
between the doors and barrier 
was packed with people 
pushing and shoving each 
other. Finally Safety appeared 
to open the door at 6:00 pm 
and all they did was shout 
~~don't push." 
When finally inside there 
were many seats in the front 
with coats on them and very 
few people standing around 
Editor's Note: , 
In the November 2 issue of 
the ITHACAN, the signature 
of Tom Longin, Dean of 
Humanities and Sciences, was 
omitted from the end of a let-
ter to the editor Longin sub-
mitted. The letter, "Blindly 
Blaming Whalen?", appeared 
on page 3 and continued on to 
page 5. We apoligize to Dean 
Longin and our entire reader-
ship for this omission. 
saving seats. Nobody was 
stopping people from bringing 
chairs up to the front and 
narrowing the aisles. Then 
someone grabbed the 
microphone and said- that the 
show will start as soon as 
people clear the aisles. The 
announcement was repeated 
with little avail and the concert 
started. 
The warmup show was great 
and during intermission I 
walked up to the front to see 
who was sitting there. Sitting 
in the first five rows were all 
the members of the com-
mission. Sitting further back 
in the fourth row were other 
Chairmen of the Board. I 
asked a friend who had been in 
front of me in line how she got 
her second row seat. She 
replied, "I gave my jacket to a 
friend on the commission 
before the doors opened and 
she saved it for me.'' In the 
past when working the concer-
ts, the commission workers 
were told that they could not 
sit in the first five rows or 
reserve seats for friends. 
I have outlined some of the 
problems and here are some 
suggestions that I think would 
rectify all these difficulties. 
First, outside security should 
be set up the morning of the 
concert. When the barrier is 
placed in front of the doors 
there should be at least one 
SASP or Safety personnel 
-stationed to start the line and 
keep everyone in order. Other 
barriers should be set up per-
pendicular to the first barrier, 
and at sidewalk length apart. 
These barriers should be lined 
up with the sidewalk and con-
tinue on the sidewalk down 
HELP! 
The Ithacan needs 
people to work on Ad-
vertising Layout. Com-
missions;5%. Experien-
ce preferred but not 
necessary. Call 274-
3207 or X207 and leave 
name and phone num-
ber. 
around F-lot and back around 
the P.A. building and as long 
as need be. 
After this is done they 
should set up 20 people with 
cross bars to create IO sections 
of maybe 20 people and let one 
section go at a time. This 
procedure was carried out at 
the Doobie Brothers Concert 
at Cornell successfully. I was 
impressed by this system 
because I was not squished or 
pushed. 
Once people are inside there 
should be another security 
force. Whether this be the 
ushers or Safety, they should 
be lined up along the aisles. 
They should make sure that 
people don't bring up chairs to 
narrow the aisles. Also they 
should keep people from stan-
ding or sitting in the aisles. 
Also the special seating 
privilages to concert com-
mission members and their 
friends should be terminated. 
There were 37 complementary 
scats in the front center section 
cm1111111ed on {}age 4 
HANGING POTS 
4" clay 2.19 
6" clay 2.89 
8" clay 4.19 
10" clay 5.49 
51/z'' plastic 99c 
8" plastic 1.69 
10" plastic 1.99 
awareness of the community. 
Operational efficiency will 
he based on the activity of in-
dividual committees respon-
sible for initial independent 
research and action. Upon 
establishing recommendations 
for organizational activities 
the committee (s) will bring 
these ideas to a meeting of the 
general coalition for approval 
and action. 
If you have a grievance con-
cerning the rights of in-
dividuals or groups we want to 
hear from you. However, we 
must recognize the limitations 
of our resources (people). Ef-
fective and constructive action 
can not become a reality 
without the support of the 
community. We as students 
DO represent power! 
Todd W. Bernstein 
F~KLY SPEAKING .... by phil frank 
PSMDl"lG TAE R650LIS a=~ 
L.AB 1ESTS," rD SA'f lT'S AN 
AVJANCED c.AsE ~"fRAVOL'TA'~ 
5~~oroue~COMMONLY 
KNOWN AS 'Dl>tD f'E'JER. 
® COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES· box 4244 ·Berkeley.CA. 94704 
BOC Says Thank You 
To the Editor: 
The Bureau of Concerts 
would like to thank everybody 
who worked hard to make: last 
Sunday's Little Feat concert a 
success, We would especially 
like to thank the members of 
Will Russell's stage crew 
including Gary Felsenthal. 
JcdFustcr, Rich Perlman. Pat 
Creed, Sue Koch, Bud 
Yablonsky, Claudia 
Montague. Peter Bergstrom. 
John Boinstcr and also Mark 
Fcli:-.' s production as<,i'itant 
Rick Sullivan. Once again we 
thank all the ushcr!-..tickct 
takers and all else who helped. 
Executive Board 
Bureau of Concerts 
CLAYPOTS&SAUCERS 
4" 29C 29c 
5" 39C 39C 
6" 49c 49c 
7" 69c 69c 
8" 99c 89c 
9" 1.69 1.19 
10" 2.49 1.59 
12" 4.89 2.29 
13-14" 7.19 2.69 
PLEXITE PLASTIC POTS 
4" 
5" 
6" 
Reg 1.29 
Reg 1.99 
Reg2.99 
Now69C 
Now99C 
Now 1.59 
OPENSUNDAY 0 
Green.~ 
NURSERY & GARDEN CENTER 
223 ELMIRA ROAD, ITHACA, NEW YORK 14850 
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Independent Study Policy Questioned 
By Gail du Fosse' 
In many cases at I.C., 
students request to take an In-
dependent Study after they 
have completed most of the 
offered curriculum which in-
terests them in a praticular 
program or department. 
Naturally, the Independent 
Study will take them to an area 
of knowledge beyond what is 
offered by the school in a 
regular classroom situation. 
Confronted by a problem in 
this area, I inquired as to why 
it was unlikely I would be 
granted my request for an In-
dependent Study for next 
semester. The answer was 
direct, and most unsettling. I 
was told.that because teachers 
do not get paid for giving In-
dependent Studies, although 
the student taking _it pays for 
the credits, only the most 
qualified students receive a 
chance to take an Independent 
Study. 
In the case of some of the 
smaller programs at I.C., such 
as Applied Writing, some 
Foreign Languages or Art 
History, I find this an ap-
palling idea. I 'can understand 
how a professor who receives 
no compensation for putting 
in the extra time, especially 
part time professors which is 
what most of the afforemen-
tioned are, would not feel it 
part of his or her job to teach 
Independent Studies. 
This problem directly eff ec-
ts the students. The programs 
I mentioned offer very few, if 
any, ·courses above the 200 
level. Therefore, a student has 
no ~hoice but to take an In-
dependent Study if they want 
to continue studies in these 
areas in their junior or senior 
year. As the system stands 
now in these programs, the 
$30PENBAR 
(DRAFT, WINE, & BAR LIQUOR) 
EVERY THURSDAY 
9-lAMATTHE 
DUGOUT 
215 E. SENECA ST. 
professors could say no to any 
student requesting an In-
dependent Study. The studen-
ts strike a dead end; there is 
nowhere inside or outside the 
curriculum for them to go. I 
believe compensation for the 
teachers who are willing to 
spend the extra time with 
students for an Independent 
Study would make the idea 
more feasible for everyone 
concerned. 
I also find it disturbing that 
the tuition money a student 
pays to take an Independent 
Study is never even seen by th~ 
professor who devotes his or 
her energy to better that par-
ticular students education. 
According to Acting 
Provost Frank Falcone, it is 
common practice college 
systems for teachers to give 
Independent Studies without 
compensation. However, 
when a program is small and 
no addition of upper level 
curriculum seems impending, I 
feel it absolutely necessary for 
the teachers of these courses to 
receive incentive to help the 
more advanced student with 
an Independent Study. Com-
pensation is imperative, not 
only to the teacher, but to the 
students as well. 
Dish washing 
• 
is a Drag 
Over the past few weeks, I 
have realized that life can only 
be filled with so many squalid 
sauces, putrid puddings, fetid 
food-stuffs, noisome noodles 
and disgusting delicacies 
before an individual reaches 
the point of cerebral con-
stipation. Dishroom em-
ployment does cause mental 
disorder, but let's not 
celebrate the fact, let's look to 
the cause. 
A dishroom employee is un~ 
der an extreme amount of 
pressure, expecially in the 
terraces. At dinner time, 800 
people flock through the 
cafeteria lines in a two-hour 
period. That means ap-
proximately 6.6 trays come in 
to the dishroom per minute. 
This also means that a whole 
tray, which usually consists of 
two glasses, a salad bowl, 
knife, fork, spoon, dessert 
*Concert 
continued from page 3 
for the friends of the band. 
This was stipulated in the con-
tract. Then there were the 12 
pairs of complementary give 
aways. Then the promotional 
seats plus the commission 
members and friends. I feel 
that the first five to ten rows 
should be for the general 
public. 
If all this sounds like too 
much for the . chairmen to 
handle, it might be advisable 
to create another chairman-
ship pos1t1on in charge of 
security. This person should 
work close with Safety making 
sure the barriers are set up. 
Also that garbage cans are 
provided outside along the 
line. This person should work 
with the ushers and Safety in-
side to insure more security. 
And if this is too much work 
they should not have general 
admission concerts and just 
have reserved seating. 
Steve Vogelbaum 
LAST CHANCE 
PRE-HOLIDAY . SALE ON HUN-
DREDS OF ITEMS IN THE MOST 
AMAZING STORE IN CENTRAL NEW 
YORK! 
cup, and a plate containing 
about half of the main course, 
must be handled every 9.1 
seconds. Coordination is a 
necessity, as is concentration. 
This, however,.is not all that a 
dishwasher has to handle. A 
dishwasher's main enemy is 
the student. To better under-
stand this problem, I have 
compiled a list of annoying 
habits students have that make 
the dishwasher's job hell: 
1. The person who taKes every 
entree', and dessert being 
served and decides that .he 
she is not hungry. 
2. The person who enjoys 
stuffing coke glasses with 
17 napkins. 
3. The person who is too 
stupid to figur~ out which 
slot to put his or her 
silverware. 
4.The person who just can't 
handle the idea of 
throwing their own silver-
ware away, so they just 
leave it on the tray. 
5. The person who doesn't 
think the conveyer moves 
fast enough, so consequen-
tly, they throw their tray 
in, thinking it will help. 
6. The person who turns 
their whole plate of 
spaghetti upside down on 
the tray. 
7. The person who fills a 
coffee cup up with hot 
water and puts it in the 
dishroom immediately. 
8. The person wro drinks 
23 glasses of milk and discards 
them all at once. , 
9. The person who plays 
games with the table's lef-
tover food and mixes them 
all together on one tray. 
IO. The person who writes 
notes like, "EAT ME", 
continued on page 14 
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Turkey Time is Here 
these thoughts come into our 
minds, vou ask'! Thcv entered 
our mi~ds because, · after all, 
we're turkeys. 
People ·don't give us 
turkeys enough credit. W c 
have our families like people. 
We have our children. our 
rc<;pom,ibilitics. we have no 
say in government. but who 
has'! 
represent the turkeys. cause 
what have we turkey~ got to 
look forward to'! 
For a couple of years. the 
government fattens us up. 
But for what purpo~c do they 
feed us'..' They feed u~ only to 
be carved to piece~ on Thanh-
giving clay. 
One year. without ha\·ing 
representation in Congrc~s. 
we decided to go on a hunger 
strike because who wants a 
skinny turkey'!Thc govern-
grievances. He listened to 
our complaints that we had no 
say in government, and that 
the only thing we had to look 
forward to was being carved 
up on Thanhgiving day. Now. 
let u~ look at this philosoph-
ically: we have no rcpre-
-.entation, yet we arc unduly 
taxed with our live<;. At lca~t 
if Mr. Purdue gave LI'> a 
prolit--it wnuldn 't he ~o bad. 
Would vou call this ju<;-
PageS 
ticc'! Don't you think our 
schools ~hould be intcrgratcd 
with chicken<;'! After all. we 
arc certainly entitled to as 
good an education as anybody 
ebe . Why can't we all ha,c 
equal opportunitic<,, equal 
righh to work. equal rcp-
re-.entation in government. 
equal righb of survival'! 
We <,ay we can!! Turkey~ 
rcbd!! Eat fish for Thank-.-
g1nng. 
Two months prior to 
Thanksgiving. many o·f us 
were very apprehensive. 
Would this be the year that we 
sr.id goodbye'? W_ould this be 
the end of our wonderful 
friendship? Would this 
Thanksgiving be the break-
up of us all'! We really 
weren't feeling up to par. Wf; 
had gone through a terrible 
summer with the children's 
illnesses and the hot spell. 
In our anxiety. we began to 
think about the Pilgrims and 
their struggles. The Pilgrims 
went through many hardships 
with their chins up. But that 
was back in 1620. Why did 
In the last election we 
wcren 't allowed to vote. W c 
discussed the election among 
ourselves and we decided that 
the choice given to us. even if 
we were allowed to vote, was 
very poor. What we really 
wanted was to vote for 
a congressperson in our 
district so that someone could 
ment became frightened at •••-••••••••--------===-=--q 
this type of action on our part. 
so thcv ~cnt a turkcv in~pcctor 
down· to find out· what our 
complaints were and to sec if 
there was anything he could 
do to straighten out our. 
Feature: _Safety at loC .. 
A-~-ATAC 
GArtDEN 
lRt~TAtfRA_NT] 
( 'hine~t· -Amt·rii·an Food 
by Gail du Fosse' the student minimum wage. started on campus last Spring. 
In the past, the function and However, according to Ralph The purpose of the squad is to 
different facets of the J.C. Damon, Groupleader of educate students about rape 
Security system have always SASP, most members are not and how to prevent it. The 
remained somewhat of a there for the money. He said, group will go to the dorms and 
mystery. Unless faced with an "I didn't even know we got give presentations and hold 
emergency in which Security paid when I started. "Damon discussions. They are curren-
was called in to help, most expressed the desire to have· tly devising a brochure which 
students have never had to more feedback from students will be distributed to the 
deal with this system. on campus. college community. 
The I.C. Security force in- Another feature of the On October 8 the members 
eludes 12 sworn officers, all of Security system is the Rape appeared on WICB-TV and 
· which are deputized, 6 civilian Prevention Squad, which was continued on-page /3 
employees, such as watchper- 11 - 1 - 1 - , - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - , - 1 - 1 - 1 ....a. 
:~c~n~;:i i~is~~~:~~;da~dLf~~ .. LEATHER JACKET SALE i-
Saf:ty Officer who is an ~xpert g 10-35% OFF Regular Prices i 
m fire and safety regulations. • ~Now $130 • 
Cons~ant patrols of th: cam- I Women's Classic Blazar I 
.P.US mclude t\yo mo~1le of- •
1
__ ~ Now $140 • 
ftt:~rs _a nd on~ select patrol, Women's Leather Tennis Style I 
wh1c_h 1s a wa!~mg be_at. . • ~ Now Sl lO • 
~1~cctot o~ S_ccunty 1~ Lou I Men's Euro ean-cut z· . 11 
W1th1am. W1th1am previously • P rp up 111 
served for 5 year~ as a captain I , ~g. Sl5fl' Now $99 : 
in the Marine Corps. 13 years • Men S European-cut Blaz~r ~ 
a~ a teacher and J')rincipal in- D , Be~. S.t60" Now Sl09 I 
the Ithaca Public Scllools and .. Men s European Classic Blazer ,. 
several vcars a, a full and part 5 Beg. SJ:-8:r Now $150 ra 
time patrolper,on and in- : Sale Ends Nov. 19 .. 
\'esti¥ator before coming to u n-- ... --~ e 
:e~~:;~~L~a~,':he 0itud~:,~ ! · ~[l_ --- ---c i 
Auxiliary ·Safety Patrol~(, Jze1~4J..e.~_.,,... ~"V'"'D~(V(Y'--,\] (SASP), a group of students g,t,Il :.l' .D~r1.1ec:JcJ L 
whose role is to provide a link ~ ~ - I ;j i'f ;;a ---------~ I 
between the students and : M:~~~t 10-6 - . -- .. --i j iJ 1[ 314 E.-State ST .. , • 
118 W. State Street 
House of Shalimar 
O,lfGt IOWN•IH£ COMMONl•?YW1!D 
273-7939 
272-7350 
Indian Bedspreads 
Colorful aprends loomed in 
India of 100% cotton. 
Twin, 72"x108"•S6.95 
Fl.Ill, 90" x 108" • $8.95 
Safety. SASP presently con- II Thurs. & Fri. Open til 9 liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-' 273- 5806 I 
,ists of approximately 16 • Sat 1·6 • ._ ______________________ ae 
members and is in the process ~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
1
-•-•-•-•-•
111 
of hiring about 8 more studen-
ts. SASP members arc 
responsible for dorm lock-up, 
maintenance checks, and con-
tacting Safety officers in 
emergencies. They are cer-
tified by the Red Cross in First 
Aid and treatment of heart at-
tack victims·. In the past, 
SASP members played a role 
in the disciplinary process, but 
because of the new Student 
Conduct Code, which is 
derived from the old Judicial 
Code, housing is now respon-
sible for that. SASP mem-
bers, like other on-campus 
student employees, are paid 
·!Jecwt,/1 
t;),w· J~f 
- \·isit 
People's Pottery 
DeWiit \tall 
\!on-Sal I o::!0-;i::!O 
:.!7i-:i:rn7 
~frB TURKEY TR[]T 
Sunday Novo 12 
The first 5 people to run 12 miles on the baseball 
field will each receive a 12 lb. turkey. Sign up in 
the Union Thursday and Friday. Application fee 
$1.00. 
Every contestant will receive a free SAB Turkey Trot T-shirt. 
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Black Solidarity Day 
By Lynne Harvey 
Black - Solidarity Day was 
celebrated this past Monday 
on the Ithaca College campus. 
Amiri Baraka, the former 
Leroi Jones was (eatured 
speaker on the topic of Black 
liberation-Socialist revolution. 
for the Advanced" and "Hard 
Facts." 
His lecture examined the 
historical backgrounds of 
Black liberation struggles and 
the rise, fall and need for 
Blacks to incorporate them-
selves into a Socialist 
revolution. Stating that, 
"Black liberation will only 
come through Socialist 
revolution." 
In 1970, Baraka was aligned 
with the Pan-African 
Congress of Black 
Nationalism based in Newark, 
New Jersey. In a conversation 
with Baraka he discussed his through. As a 
change from Black Marxist/Leninist, Baraka was 
nation a 1 ism to questioned about his current 
Marxist/Leninism. He said,· objectives. He said that the 
"In my case it's a question of central task of all progressive 
being involved in a struggle people is the building of a 
and being involved in revolutionary Marxist/ 
organized attempts to tran- Leninist political party. · 
sform this racist, capitalist. Baraka's Solidarity Day 
society." message to Black peoples was 
In the early 70's Baraka ac- "Black solidarity/Black unity 
tively participated in the will only come with struggle, 
establishment of housing for that is struggle against im-
Black and Hispanic families in perialism and national op-
Newark, specifically the con- pression." 
struction of Kawaida Towers. In the evening the Afro-
That goal has since fallen Latin Society of Ithaca 
College hosted Dr. Ben 
Jochannon for a lecture in 
Textor 103. 
Dr. Ben, Professor at the 
Africanna Studies Center at 
Cornell University, spoke on 
Topics varying from what is 
happening to the former Black 
leaders, to the hypocrisy of 
religion, to the interpersonal 
relationships between Black 
males and Black females. Af-
ter .his lecture, Dr. Ben took 
questions from the audience. 
This is his third visit to the 
I.C. campus in recent years. 
Baraka headed an informal 
Black studies class concerning 
the history of Afro-American 
revolution in literature. He 
cited the slave narratives as the 
first true example of Afro-
American literature, with the 
exclusion of works by Phylis 
Wheatley. He said that 
Wheatley' s writings reflected 
the image of the happy slave 
perpetrated by the slave 
owners. 
At noon Baraka, noted poet 
and playwright, read selec-
tions from his works "Poetry 
Evergreen In Ithaca 
BOOLS 
Flower Shop 
Downtown 
209 N. Aurora St. 
272-8410 
By Chuck Post dividual niche." ·ll~i i1 
Evergreen is a halfway house Evergreen, which 5tarted in } 
for people who are tr~ing to J 976, is totally self-sufficient~ i:'=':"'~ 
become prepared to hve by Patients, who are called 
themselves after being in a referrals, pay their room and 
mental hospital. Rich board. The students, who get . 
Latham, the direcror, ex- credit through either LC. or 
plained the program by Cornell, also pay for their 
stating, "Evergreen is a tran- room and board. There are no 
sitional facility whose function salaries paid. Volunteers are· 
is primarily to help in- needed to be either live-in 
stitutionalized people and students or field students, who 
secondly to help people having come in for three hours each 
emotional problems to become, week. ···- ··-~-
~--·.·. 
self-sufficient. We create a The referrals are encouraged 
supportive atmosphere, to get involved in the com-
helping people to-find their in- munity for .at least 20 hours 
.i""'_'fE-,1-. ..:=-_--"' ...... ~.;_,_ 
the staff at Evergreen 
per week. - Seventy-five per lose out on." 
cent of the referrals have jobs People who are interested in 
and the others are encouraged volunteering should contact 
to take classes or to do volun- Elaine Leeder in the CIIS of-
teer work in the community. fice or call the house, 272-
The referrals participate in 7407, and ask to speak to one 
an extensive chore program ofthe s,_tudents. 
dividual and Interdisciplinary 
Studies (CIIS),- at I.C .. 
Latham said, "Evergreen is a 
good learning opportunity for 
people to get involved in 
community service. It is too 
valuable for LC.students to 
around the house:· Tht>v are A c • 1 I c 
requiredtocookanddodishes rts OUDCI . at . . 
once every I 8 days. They sign-
up on a weekly basis for By Laura Garber 
vacuuming, doing the laundry, 
and they are required to clean 
their own rooms. "The chore 
program revolves around get-
ting referrals to be more in-
dependent. The ultimate 
result is getting them in an in-
dividual living situation," said 
Latham. 
HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN 
No experience is necessary 
to be a volunteer at Evergreen, 
no set major, you just have to 
care about people, explained 
Latham. Three to five credits 
are offered through Ron Mack 
at Cornell and through Elaine 
,Leeder, 'in the Centef for In-CALL 273-1555 106 THE COMMONS ABOVE THb BAGELRY COMPLETE STYLE $7.50 
After a four year absence, the Centini Family's .Coddington Restaurant is 
back and welcoming you to Come - Enjoy: 
·The Gondola Antipasto Bar 
All you can eat! 
• Home made pasta 
Every Monday evenin,o ! 
Fettucini Alfredo! 
• .Excellent, unusual, even rare 
Italian wines, brandies and 
liqueurs! 
• Home made sausage 
Every day! 
•ANEW late evening (after 10:00 pm) menu 
Cheese and wine specials! 
Italian desserts - Espresso - Caffe Italia! 
A cozy, friendly atmosphere! 
Lunch 10:00 - 2:00 p.m. Dinner 5:00 - 10:00 p.m. Bar til 1:00 a.m. 
Walking distance from Ithaca College 
124 Coddington Road Ph. 273-080~ 
e CA,ddington . Restaurant 
The Council on the Arts of 
Ithaca College ha~ been 
promoting and funding cam-
pus-wide functions of the Ar-
ts. 
The COAIC has sponsored 
film productions by IC studen-
ts; art exhibits; performances 
by off-campus individuals and 
traveling companies; scholarly 
events such as the Guertrude 
Stein Festival, the burned over 
district which is a student 
project in the history depar- · 
tment dealing with early 
protestant missionaries in' NY 
state; and Stillwater, the 
college literary magazine. 
It is the mission of the 
COAIC to promote, coor-. 
dinate, and encourage 
cooperation and art1st1c 
creativity by all members of 
tht> campu~ communitv. 
ln 1971 Ithaca College went 
through a transition period of 
reorganizing, expanding, and 
consolidating various activities 
and departments. A need was 
forseen for combining the Art, 
Drama and Music Depart-
ments into a School of Fine 
Arts, but a lack of monetary 
backing killed the idea. 
However, COAIC was formed 
with a generous sum of monev 
continued on pa/!.e 7 
Kevin Schmelter 
Our fantastic new line of 
Sasson jeans, cords, 
and wools 
in gor~eous shades 
has arrived! 
Check them.out, 
at 
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200 Days Party Called A Drunken Success 
IJy Scott Greene 
Last Thursday there was a par, 
~Y at Nite Court. It wasn't just 
your everyday $4.00-all-you-
can-drink party. It was a party 
for this year's senior class. The 
200 Days Party, as it is titled, 
is one of few I.C. traditions, 
celebrating only 200 days left 
until graduation. However, 
this year's party was given 199 
days before graduation-even 
more reason to celebrate. 
The Zobo Funn Band was 
hired to entertain. Zobo is a 
local band that has found 
some success not only in 
Ithaca, but in the New York 
City area. Thursday night, 
though, they took a backseat 
to the Bar. Zobo's not the type 
of band you can dance to 
easily, so their music was 
largely unappreciated. In fact, 
they were convinced to give up 
their third set so the people 
could dance to Nite Court's 
disco tracks. This disapointed 
a lot of Zobo fans but the par-
ty definitely picked up when 
the disco was put on. 
It seemed up until that time 
that most people were there to 
drink. The crowd around the 
bar was immense. Twenty 
minutes to get a drink was not 
uncommon. Things moved a 
little faster for those who slip-
ped a tip into a glass and 
pushed it in front of one of the 
bartenders faces. The bar was 
surely the first place to go to if 
you lost a drinking partner. 
The party reached it's peak 
at about 12:30. The alcohol 
was taking its toll. People were 
dancing up a storm. 
Everybody was smiling. By 
this time the bar had closed • .. 
out and the dance floor was 
packed. 
It seemed that everyone had 
a great time. Partying with 
friends is one of life's great 
pleasures. This year's 200 
Days Party was a great 
pleasure for most of the 
people at Nite Court. One 
Hundred ninety two days 
left!! 
*Student Power Lost 
continued from pa?,e I 
ng, firing and tenure of facul-
ty. At this time also, in the 
Politics and Sociology depart-
ments some of the faculty 
felt that allowing an equal 
number of students and facul-
ty voting rights had gotten 
unwieldy. 
As a result of these prob-
lems, Longin sent a memor-
andum containing an interim 
policy to all chairpersons of 
departments in H&S on Sep-
tember 12, 1977. Because so 
many other concerns were 
being raised in the school 
last year, this policy was not 
brought up for discussion 
until April of last year. On 
April 3rd there wa5 a memo 
posted everywhere to encour-
age faculty and student par-
ticipation in the April 11th 
meeting on Student Rep-
resentation. About 50-60 
faculty members attended this 
meeting but no students were 
in attendence. The present 
policy that was made as a 
result of this meeting states 
as follows: There will be up to 
two student representitives 
for every department. If the 
department has more than ten 
faculty members then there 
* Arts Council 
continued from page 6 college. Through this com-
given by an unknown donor. munication, money is saved 
The COAIC is comprised of and budgeted and people in 
elected faculty and Student unassociated fields can pool 
representatives. The schools their efforts. 
and departments represented The Council meets monthly 
in the COAIC are Art; CIIS; to consider proposals initiated 
Drama, Speech, English, by students & faculty of Ithaca 
Modern Languages, the College. Everyone is en-
School of Communications, couraged to submit their 
and the School of Music. programs to the Council if the 
Also, the administration is program enhances the Arts 
represented by three college- and it makes use of interests in 
wide members appointed by more than one academic 
the President. The Council department. For help in 
elects its own chairperson preparing a proposal contact 
every year. This year's the Council representative 
COAIC chairperson is Kevin from your school or depar-
Schmelter, associate professor tment or reach Kevin Sch-
of Spanish. melter at Muller 317, centrex 
The Council exists to har- 3319. The Council on the Arts 
monize the varied schools of of Ithaca College needs com-
1 C through interrelating munity interest and support to 
projects using the fine arts. continue its work for the ad-
The COAIC brings together vancement of the Arts at 
specialists from all parts of the Ithaca College. 
You Don't Need a Subway! 
To 
Get 
• ~. - ; 
. . ,,. 
• , • .. , .... r:;,. 
Wilen you are 
·1n Cosentirn's Shoes· 
step downstairs to find 
blouses, sweaters. pants . 
skirts all at low low pnces. 
130 The Commons 
9:00-5:30 Mon-Sat 
Thurs & Fri Night 
Open till 9:30 
Photos by Gail Lahm 
can be an additional student 
representitive for every addi-
tional five faculty members. 
Most importantly students will 
not be allowed to vote on 
personnel matters. These 
matters include, hiring, firing, 
election of chairpersons, con-
tract renewels, tenure and 
advance promotions. Stu-
dents can vote on curriculum 
and budgeting matters. 
Students can also have an in-
direct influence on personnel 
%C'BJ ~ ~" d Harvff~canarv 
CLIP JOINT 
''It' r· '' s 1me 
11 o N. Cayuga-in the Clinton House 
273-2221 
SENIORS-ALL MAJORS 
What are you going to do-after graduation? 
lbe Pace Univenity Graduate School of Business 
has a career-oriented program for you : 
MBA in the following areas: 
Accounting 
Business Economics 
Computer Systems and 
Information Science 
Executive Management 
Financial Management 
MBA DAY PROGRAM 
JD/MBA PROGRAM 
MS in the following areas: 
Accounting 
Economics 
Industrial Relations 
International Business 
Management 
Management Science (Statistics and 
Operations Research) 
Marketing Management 
Taxation 
MBA/PH.D. IN ECONOMICS 
MBA/MS IN PLANNING 
Investments 
Taxation 
CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED GRADUATE STUDY IN BUSINESS 
DOCTOR OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES IN BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
Pace University also offers graduate programs in Law, Education, 
and Nursing 
ROSALIE FENNEKOHL from 
PACE UNIVERSITY 
GRA'.)UATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Will be at: Ithaca College, Ithaca, N.Y. 
on November 17 
SEE YOUR CAREER PLANNING OFFICE FOR DETAILS 
pa Ce New York City White Plains Pleasantville Bnarchff 
University 
New York Ctty Cdmpus 
Pace Plaza 
New York, N.Y.10038 
(212) 285-3531 
White Plains Campus 
78 North Broadway 
White Plains, N.Y.10603 
(914) 682-7180 
P/easantv1/le/Briarc/1ff Campus 
Bedford Road 
Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570 
(914) 769-2969 
' , .. 
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Love American Style 
What does a single 
red ro•e mean? 
What do you want it to mean? 
For some, it means undying love. 
For others, it means, 
"Thanks for a nice time." 
It's a more casual, more spUN>f-the-
moment thing than a d07.8n r068S. 
And for whatever the worth of the 
custom of a single rose, it has 
inspired new arrangements with 
some new, probably personal 
meBilings. 
CALL 
217•4111 
by Preston Stewart 
Two Ithaca College studen-
ts, Anjuwon and Mercy • 
· Akinwande, became husband 
and wife in accordance with 
western tradition, at I.C. on 
, Saturday at 2:30pm. l 
Anjuwon and Mercy are :·-. 
both native Nigerians and ..,_ 
were married under tribal law J.:. 
and custom in Nigeria August ___ , 
' 23, 1976. But since coming to 
the United States and Ithaca 
College, both decided that 
they would like to have an of-
ficial Christian wedding. 
"Since I decided to have one 
wife why don't I do it the right 
way," Anjuwon said. In 
Nigeria it is customary for a 
man to have more than one 
wife. 
The wedding, attended by 
friends, faculty, and relatives, 
I ' 
,J 
was held in Muller Chapel and 
was followed by a champagne 
reception in Egbert Union 
Crossroads. The reception 
then moved to the Akinwande 
apartment on Seneca St. where 
rum punch and such African 
dishes as Moi -Moi (ground 
black eyed peas baked and 
stuffed with eggs and meat) 
and Jolof rice were served. 
*Fight/ *Fire 
Domino's 
delivers 
fast ... 
free .. 
This Is tho last week to 
use your 
contmuerJJrom page I 
Department when there is not 
a fire a is a real problem, said 
Dr. Richar-d Correnti, Vice 
President for Student Affairs. 
·"It's like the boy who cried 
wolf syndrome. When we have 
a real fire we might not get the 
help we need,'' Correnti ex-
plained. 
Ih the past eleven years, two 
IC students have been killed in 
dormitory fires as well as nine 
students at Cornell. Ithaca 
College does not carry fire in-
surance that covers personal 
belongings. Shooting off a fire 
extinguisher is too serious to 
be fun. 
l'lwto• by llr11,·1• ,\foro•ol,I.· 
The Akinwande wedding is 
significant in that it involved 
two separate tribes. Mercy is a 
member of the Ibo tribe and 
Anjuwon of the Yoruba. 
"Because my parents knew 
this was the man I was in love 
with ... they are liberal. They: 
want my happiness." 
"Everybody is trying to save 
their culture," Anjuwon said, 
"but I see people as the 
same." According to An-
juwon as Nigerian education 
and transportation develops 
old tribal traditions and 
restrictions are beginning to 
fade. 
However, at least one 
tradition will remain in the 
Akinwande household. As 
Mercy explained, "In African 
tradition the man is the pillar. 
When the pillar leaves, the 
home crumbles. The woman's 
place is beside the man and the 
man is head of the family- but 
there will always be mutual 
respect and admiration." 
Anjuwon is a graduate 
student in Communications at 
I.C., while Mt>rcy majors in 
Speech Pathology. 
Good Time Greenback 
4:30 PM to 1:30 AM 
Daily. Frida, & Saturday 
til 2 AM 
Classic Suitings 
273•0111 
Choose from a wide selection of vested & non-
vested soft shoulder traditional style 2 or 3 but-
ton suits. From $150.00. /~ 
23 Cinema Drive (Small Mall) 307 Taughannock Blvd. 
Serving North Campu~~ Cayuga Heights Ithaca 
Fim• Clothit·r~ Sim·,· I f).lfi 
222 Tlw Common, 
By Mitch Goldberg 
Sunday nights in Ithaca are 
usually slow moving and very 
quiet. But this past Sunday 
night, things were jumpin' as 
Little Feat and the Fuller Kaz 
Band brought some good time 
rock-n-roll to Ithaca College's 
Ben Light Gym. 
The Fuller Kaz Band star-
ted off the evening with a fine 
set of country rock. The 
highlight of their performance 
was their version of "Amie" 
which was written by Craig 
Fuller when he played with the 
Pure. Prairie League. John 
David Call added to the 
overall sound of the band with 
his melodic country riffs on 
the pedal steel guitar. Sam 
Clayton of Little Feat joined 
the Fuller Kaz Band on 
·congas for their remaining 
numbers. Soon after, Lowell 
George, Bill Payne, and Paul 
Barrcre all came on stage to 
jam with Fuller Kaz. The last 
number of the set had the 
distinctive Little Feat sound 
which gave the audience a 
small taste of what was in 
store. 
Little Feat started off their 
set with an old song, "Side 
Street Swing". The audience 
seemed somewhat subdued 
during this number. Little 
Feat then wasted no time in 
getting the crowd into the 
swing of their music. "Time 
Loves a Hero". a familiar 
Feat song loosened up the 
crowd and set the pace for the 
rest of the show. Little Feat 
then played an outstanding 
version of "Apolitical Blues" 
which brought the audience to 
its feet. This song allowed 
each member of the band his 
own solo. Little Feat played 
with an intensity that grew 
with each number. Each 
. member of the band proved to 
be an excellent musician in his 
own right, yet the band blen-
ded together to produce a full, 
powerful sound. 
Lowell George, the 
producer of Lit-
tle Feat, then took control as 
the Band played "Fat Man in 
the Bath Tub". This crowd 
pleaser featured the soulful 
slide guitar guitar of George, 
which seemed m1ssrng 
throughout the remainder of 
the show. 
The standout performance 
of the evening was Paul 
Barrere on lead and rhythm 
guitar. His crisp, stinging 
leads stood out on "Skin It 
Back" and "High Roller". 
Richie Hayward on drums, 
Ken Gradney on bass, and 
Sam Clayton on congas 
provided a solid rhythmic beat 
for the band. 
The high point of the show 
was the spirited "Oh Atlan-
ta". The Feats had the crowd 
up and dancing to the fast 
paced rock-n-roll number. 
The band then 
~lowe~ the mood by 
featurmg Bill Payne 011 
piano which lead into "Day at 
the Dog Races". a song writ-
ten and arranged by Payne. 
The pace once again 
quickened as Little Feat went 
into "Old Folks Boogie" and 
their most popular song 
"Dixie Chicken'· During 
"Dixie Chickenc;,, Lowell 
George instructed the security 
guards to allow the crowd to 
rush to the stage. It was 
evident that Little Feat IO\ l" 
Photos by Gail Lahm 
its audience almost as much as 
its audience loves the band. 
The crowd was still on it\ 
feet and willin' when thL 
Dixie Rockers came on for 
~heir encore which include the 
slower song "Don't Boggart 
that Joint" and their classic, 
"Willin' ". The band ended the 
show by bringing out members 
of Fuller Cass to join them in 
"Feats Don't Fail Me Now". 
Little Feat left the packed 
Ben Light Gym with the 
audience still dancing and 
flowing with their musi;. ·1 he 
band put on an excellent 
from the very start 
everyone had a rowdy, 
stompin', good old 1111 
went to the cnnc·c· 
Feat be!' , .. 
Feat: 
1et in 
lt 
' 
. ' 
-G in 
Diane Ackerman will be 
giving a poetry reading at 
Ithaca College on Nov. 30 at 
3:30 p.m. in the Crossroads. 
Ackerman is currently a lec-
turer in English at Cornell. 
She has had two volume~ of 
poetry published. The first is 
THE PLANETS: A COSMIC 
PASTORAL and is unusual 
because it combines poetry 
with astrology and other 
sciences. The second, 
published in March 1978, i~ 
WIFE OF LIGHT. 
abudance of life ... ~he has been 
making poems that can sing an 
cl soar or talk straight and sur 
e about interesting things, 
thing that matter." 
In addition to her volumes. 
of poetry, Ackerman has 1 
published one play, "All 
Seasons Are W cat her". Her 
poems and prose have ap-
peared in journals such as The 
Washington Post and The 
New York Times, a~ well as in I 
numerous magazines, an- 1 
thologies and on CBS radio. 1 ... 
THE ITHACAN 
In 1974 she won the Abbie·-.-:\.·_ ·~-... _,1_ 
Copps Poetry Prize and in :.~·i $' · - .;., .. ·· · 
1976 she received a National ; ;. 
Endowment for the Arts · > :--, 
Creative Writing Fellowship. ;¥ ..... -· ........ .,,. 
Ears/ 
By Mark Felix 
1) Which 2 artists 
have recorded 'Blinded by the 
Light'? 
2) Who, besides 801. Scaggs, 
recorded 'What Do You Want 
The Boy To Do?''! 
3) Which 2 Allman Brother~ 
were killed; ho\\' were they 
killed; and name the album 
dedicated to one of them. 
4) What band i~ Tony 101111111 
with? 
5) What late 60'~ band was 
Dave Ma<,on a member of'? 
TV Schedule 
SCHEDULES FOR 
WICB-TV 11/12/78 
7-7:30 Newswatch 
7:30-8 Creative Touch 
8-9 Panorama 
9-9:30 Food Glorious Food 
9:30-10 How Could YOl 
Ackerman is currently 
working on a prose memoir 
entitled A TENDERFOOT'S 
SOLILOQUY, to be published 
in 1980 through the William 
Morrow Publishing Company 
which has published her other 
volumes. George Garrett, in 
critiquing her poetry has 
said:" Diane Ackerman's 
poems have courage and 
energy, and above all, an 
Ackerman will be reading ;-
poetry from her current 
volumes and some presently 
unpublished poems. This 
reading is sponsored by ·the 
English Department of Ithaca 
College and is open to the 
public. 
''Comes A Time'' Forget? 10-10:30 Educational Communications: 
By Scott Greene 
Neil Young is undoubtedly 
I --------------------- one of the most influential of all folk-rock musicians. His late<;t' album, 'Comes A Time' is almos;t totally folk music. 
Young s;cems to have mcl-
lm, cd o\'er the past few years. 
Thi~ is certainly hi~ mo~t mcl-
O\\ album. 
I 
• l)t?:V,f!r~ !v1,1tl 
• c-t ! 1! '1· • ~11( 1 t :: 
• .'Fl-l'i(i \(1 
•l:1•,;\ikl11,r1 
fine international and ori inal cuisine 
In -'Goin' Back', Young 
conjures up an image of ~ome 
myht ical place 'where there 
is no place to <,lay.' It's a 
-;ad. ~entimental s;ong about 
hi~ longing~ for home. It'<; an 
extremely pcr<,onal song but it 
has meaning to its listeners 
too. 
This album seems strangely 
After making hits 
foreveryone else, 
Fuller ana Kaz have 
one for themselves. 
Eric Kaz wrote "Love Has No Pride:' "Sorrow 
Lives Here" and other classic songs recorded by 
Linda Ronstadt, Rita Coolidge and Bonnie-Raitt. 
Craig Fuller was the key force behind ·the 
success of Pure Prairie League, and penned 
their hit "Amie:' 
Both combined to found American Flyer, , 
whose two albums gained enthusiastic support 
among music-lovers everywhere. 
And now they've joined forces once again-
only this time, it's Craig Fuller and Eric Kaz up 
front, in charge, and soon 
to be on top. 
"Craig Fuller/Eric Kaz~' The 
debut album from two of the 
best singer-songwriters today. 
On Columbia Records and 
Tapes.~ 
Album produced by Val Garay. 
l'Lilumh,,1:· ~ .ire trademark~ of CBS Inc 'C 1978 CBS Inc 
CRAIG FULLER 
ERIC KAZ 
rncludlng· 
Annabella/Restless Sea 
Cry L,ke A Rainstorm/Feel That Way Again 
Let Tho F110 Burn All Night 
depressing but perhaps that's 
the wrong word; the album is 
deeply introverted. His 
song 'Peace Of Mind' is a dis-
The Concept· 
10:30-11 The Ham's Wide 
W9rld of Sound on Film 
11-11:30 Newswatch Wrap-
cussion of a broken love affair up 
in which the person who docs 
the breaking up is the one who 
doc<,n 't have 'peace of mind.' 
11/15/78 
7-8 Ncwswatch 
8-9 Panorama 
'Already One' is a song 
about seeing an old lover and 
recognizing the impossibilitv 9-9:30 Sport~week 
of that love's return. Yet the 9:30-10:30 Weekend Show-
lm'l'r" remain as 'one' be- case 
cause of their son. This song is IO: 3 0- I I 
a happy song but one that is up 
tempered \\'ith an unident-
ifiable sadne~s. . 
·' Motorcycle Mama' is the 
only song that could even 
vaguely be called a 'rocker'. 
Answers 
Weekend -· 
Nicolette Larson sings back- :>9Jc.1.L (~ 
up with Young on this and 1nuqqt?S :lf:>1?18 (t, 
other songs. Larson brings ·uinu11v ;muna Ol 
with her a stunning voice that P;')ll?:>!P::lP S'C.\\ , 4:>uad V 1u3, 
brings life to Young's some- !Slu;:,pp:ie ;JpA:>JO)OLU :.\;J(:lf'CQ 
times repetitiye tunes. AJJa9 puu Ul?LUJIV ;,ueno (f 
For all it's mellowness and - ll!'CM ;,!uuos (l 
repetitiveness, this album is · uuew P~JJ 
personable. Its songs are -u_uw 'LliF:>lS~U!JdS ;J:>nJ8 (I 
poignant and sometimes pro-
found. I've come to believe 
Neil Young's appeal st~ms 
r.rom his simplicity and open-
continued on page 14 
PERMANENT HAIR 
REMOVAL 
On arms, back, breast, chest, 
face, legs, stomach, thighs, 
underarms. 
Call Nancy A. Lorenzini C.T. 
At 273-4987 The DeWitt B!dg 
OVERLAND PRODUCTIONS PRESEN 
with Oneness 
SAT. NOV 18 
AT 8 P.M. 
Tickets $7.50, $6.50 
AVAILABLE AT-
Landmark Theatre Box Office, 
Record Theater & 
All Gerber Music Stores. 
LANDMARK THEATRE 
362 So. Salina St. Syracuse 
(315) 475-7979 
I 
I 
! 
\ 
I 
l 
l 
~ 
I 
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applauding himself for giving 
Orchestra at BOCJE§ us this movie. And while this lf tr' film supposedly deals with the .llo 'Lio 1---...,,.__,.-,l"""'__,._...._ __ ......_ __ ...... ____ .,..._, __ _. middle class, the characters 
by Lauren Friedland 11stening to mu5ic on records 
and tapes in order to learn 
about the backgrounds of the 
pieces to be played. The con-
cert is unique in that the 
children are allowed to wal~ An Unmarried Wom,an 
Reviewed 
b~· Barbara Dawson 
values and ideals arc not those Th I h C II St · · 
1 
. · e t aca o ege nng 
ot t 1e stercotvpcd middle O h d I ct· t' . . : re estra, un er t 1e irec 10n 
class c1t11.en. If vou look be- - 1-p f f M · p I . · . o ro essor o us1c, ame a 
neath the surlace tlaws beg111 Gearhart, will present a con-
1to appear by t)1_c do,en. l~s cert for the BOCES Special 
message that Ide goes on 1s . , 
- . , • · 
1
: · Children s Center on Monday through the orche,tra for a 
1t1
1
°t a new one. lit s 
1
sokmet img November 13th. Thi, i~ the clo~cr look at the instrument, 
1at e\'er\'onc a reac v ·nm,·s. . . · 
[.. . · . 1 . 11· ,, \ first concert I rom a t hrcc year and arc given a chance to :, en 11 ll 1 rts aws ; n . . -
Unmarried Woman" is a sene~ o,f Ithaca College Y?tmg touch them as \\ell. 
11 · ti 1 .11 Peoples Concerts that will be A final Young People', r o\'le 1a1 mo.'>t pcop c 1\ 1 h f CES 
erll. )\' . 1 . ti , . 1 ,1 eld or Ithaca BO ·. Concert of the vcar will be 1 • .i, ong .is 1c, con . . . .. · 
sc;·ail'h too d~eplv be-hm the school, th1: i, t_he1r l1r,t ex- held for third and fourth grade 
surfal'L'. It doc,n-'t rnakl' \'OU pcricnce with live orche,t'.a ,tudcnt, in the ,pring m the 
think. but it is rea-;,uring. mw,ic. _The children will Ben Light Gymna,ium at 
and you lea\'C it feeling th:11 prepare fo1 the concert by Ithaca ('pllcge. 
tB-............ .-.w there is still some good 1eft in A.E.Rho 
The Ithacan 's new poltcy 
or rating films will be rhrough 
the use of a cartoon audience. 
The rating system is as 
follows: 
4 people - outstanding 
3 people- good 
2 people-fair 
I oerson- ooor 
Paul Mazursky's nAn Un-
adult life. suddenly finds 
herself in a situation that 
sl1e 's never been prepared 
for. and she's scared. She 
has a daughter to raise on her 
own now, and no one to share 
her problems with. She turns 
to her friends who offer her 
some help and advice, but it's 
not enough. Not knowing 
where else to go she seeks 
the aid of a psychiatrist. 
the \\Oriel. 
Duet in the X-Roads 
.... .. .. 
Conference 
B, Barbara Gaines 
·1 Jw Ea,tern Regional 
A.E. Rho National Honorar~ 
Broadca,ting Socict:\' Con-
ference 1\ ill be held on Sat-
urd,1.v beginning at 11 a. m. in 
the Performing Art, Building. 
All Communcations majors 
arc welcome and encouraged 
to come to this interesting and 
exciting conference. married Womann is one of a 
group of women's films re-
leased in the spring of 1978. 
It, unlike n Julia" and "The 
Turning Point", deals with 
problems faced by ·ordinary, 
middle class people. The 
people portrayed in the movie 
arc people that can be re-
lated to because they face 
problems that most of us have 
been forced to deal with at 
some point in our lives. 
Erica learns, after extensive 
therapy and experimentation, 
that she must find her own 
identity, and that she is cap- .: .. ;::::::t.: .• :::::: 
201 S. Tiop St. 
lthsca,N.Y. 
272-8262 . able of drawing on her own 
inner strength to stand on her 
own. She finds that life does 
go on. whether you' re mar-
ried or not. and that being 
alone isn't so awful - it allows 
you to be yourself. 
{f\:\'ZUilil ,_,mu.wwuuu 
by Gina Horne music chose me.'' 
The story is about a woman 
named Erica. At the begin-
ning of the film she is a "per-
fectly ordinary housewife". 
She's been married to the 
same man for years, has a 
teenage daughter. and seems 
perfectly content with her life. 
This is. naturally. too good to 
be true because ordinarv 
people arc never perfect!;· 
content. Erica's life is 
changed when her husband, 
seemingly out of the blue. tells 
her he wants ? .. divorce and -
that their marriage· has gone 
stale. Erica is surprised by 
this and her illusions of hap-
piness arc shattered again 
when her husband tells her 
that he'!> in love with another 
woman and wishes to marry 
this woman. 
Erica, who has been a 
housewife for most of her 
· Jill Clayburgh plays Erica. 
She forces the audicrice to be-
come invol\'cd with Erica and 
her feelings. The audience 
relates becau,c Clayburgh is 
so belic\'ablc, she's not soapy 
she·'·s natural. Clayburgh also 
turns in one of the best per-
formances of her career. With 
the exception of one performer. 
she's backed by an excellent 
cast which includes Lisa Lucas 
as her daughter: Alan Bates, 
as Saul Bello\\'. the artist she 
falls in love with. and the man 
who helps her discover her-
self; and Cliff Gorman, an-
other one of her lovers. 
The film docs have one 
major problem and that is 
the fault of Mazursky. He 
seems to be so excited that 
he's done a film about ordin-
ary people that by the film's 
conclusion you feel that he's 
Let us introduce you to Provincial French cooking ! 
On TuesdayR, from 6pm to 8pm. we will present a special menu 
for the Ithaca College Community. You won't have to wade 
througf1 a whole bunch of foreign mt>nu term,. We'll even sugl,!est 
a wine for the meal if you wish (winl' hy the i:Ia,-s also available). 
This is the menu fo! Tuesday, November 14, 1978 
Eggs Provencale style (with ohves & anchovy) 
& 
Onion soup or Soup of the Day 
& 
Roast Leg of Lamb au J us, with Flageolets 
. & 
Mixed salad with House Dressing 
& 
Tarte Tatin (Glazed Apple Upside-down Cake; & Coffee 
We will offrr a difforcnt rnt•nu !'arh Tue~d:n i11 Ortohcr. Thi, 
,pe1·ial m~nu will he S7 .50. -
Come to Pnjoy Basie French Farr at l,'Auh1·r1,:1·. 
A 
1152 The Danby Rd.•hhaca, NY 14850 V/S.11" 
Reservations 607-273-3464 Cl 
Who says you have lo wail for a special · · • · 
occasion lo go to L'Auberge? ... 
Jim Ritchey and BeJae 
Fleming , a songwriting, 
singing husband and wife team 
from Dallas, wi II appear at 
Ithaca College this weekend. 
Ritchey, the song 
writer, hails from Tcxa,. He 
has appeared at variou, clubs 
and college!> in Texa, and 
Colorado. 
Fleming, who wa~ raised in 
North Carolina, plays the ban-
jo. She has appeared at 
college coffee houses and bars 
throughout the South. She 
has said of her~elf, "not 
making music has ne\'er been a 
choice for me because the 
Ritchey and Fleming arc 
presently touring colleges on 
the Ea-;t Coast. They will ap-
pear in the Cro~sroads on 
Friday at 9 p.m .. 
THE 
Music Store 
DIMEY'S 
ATTHE 
DUGOUT 
NOW EVERY MON & TUES 10¢ DRAFTS 
·································································: ... *
... ~ 
... * 
£ ~ special guest i 
... * i Sa111111y Hagas i 
... * 
·····~·······························~·························* ... * ... * 
: Cornelrs· B.arton Hall : 
... * i Friday November 17 i 
• 11-
... * 
: 8:00 p.m. : 
... * 
... * 
... -------------------v-------------ii * 
...  
: ickets: : 
: $6.50 Advance Sale General : 
... * 
: $7 .so Day of Show Admission : 
: Cheap Thrills $1.50 off : 
... L------------------..e..------------ * 
... * 
... * 
i Tickets on Sale Wed. Nov. 1 at WSH, Egbert Un 10n, : ! Record People--on the Commons, Record Town-- : 
] Pyramid Mall, Bach to Rock--Collegetown. : 
... * 
... * t presented by Cornell Concert Commission and John Scher in co-operation wrth : 
! WVBR ! 
~······························································" 
l 
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SPRINGSTEEN 
by Jim Olsen finished his first set with two the obligatory "Born to Run". 
Over the years. Bruce old favorites, "Thunder Road" Springsteen worked the crowd 
Springsteen has gained a and "Jungleland". into a frcnl_v \\ith his second 
reputation a<. being one of the After a twentv minute inter- encore, a mcdlcv of classic 
finest live performers in rock mission, the band returned rock and roll hit'>.· 
Illusic. Tuesda.\' s exhilerat- and played familiar material For his final appearance. 
ing J-hour perforlllancc in along with some unrecorded Springsteen performed a l'OU!>-
Barton Hall proved that thi'> Spring'>tcen composition!>. ing vcn,ion of "Quarter to 
reputation i.<, well-deserved. One of the most stunning per- Three" which lwd the ;wdi-
What set~ Spring~tecn a- formance<, of the evening was cnce rocking in the aisle~. 
part from mo~t other rock "Because the Night", a song Hi~ cnl\\'d-plca~ing antics 
"stars" i!> his Im·alt\· and devo- \\'hich Bruce wrote for Patti <,purred heightened emotions 
tion to his auclie1{ce. Twice Smith. Other standards were .'rom the alreadv drained. ,·ct 
during the performance. he "Candy's Room", "She's the responsive. cr~wd. After 
dedicated songs to the people One", and "Backstrccts". three hours of an exhausting 
sitting in the rear portion of Springsteen closed the set performance, Springsteen cul-
the gym. Springsteen also with an cxubera'nt version of minated the show and his phil-
<,ecn1cd genuinely concerned "Ro,;alita". osophy· of rock and roll with 
that half the audience Bruce and the band topped hi!> final statement, "I am a 
couldn't sec the· stage and off the show with three cncr- prisoner of rock and roll and 
often asked the crowd in front gctic encores; the first you're all sentenced to life." 
to be seated. 
Springsteen's dedication 
was also apparent in his pcr-
. .formance. Bruce and the 
E Street Band presented their 
music with a passion which ii:iiiii...:iiioiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ... _____________ , can only be described as re-
HAIRPORT 
o LATEST SfYLE Clfi':3 
o N,\TURAL HAIR 
TREATMENT 
o PERMANENTS 
o S!RAJGffJF.NING i\ND 
CCLORING 
~ 
~ 
-< 
UNISEX SALON 
I :(:,: REDKEN I 
PRODUCTS 
277-3487 
142 S. AURORA ST. 
,JlOTI'OM CJF i\lTHORA ST l 
Proo11(Pci hv Tom Srholz Manaaement Paul Ahern. Left Lane. Inc. 
lentless. This passion coupled 
with first-rate musicianship. 
yielded powerful and inspired 
rock and roll. 
Springs~enbegantheshow 
with "Badlands" and within 
seconds. the crowd was off its 
feet and clapping along. 
During the first portion of the 
show, the band played a 
number of selections from 
Springsteen's latest album 
("Darkness on the Edge of 
Town") as well as some newly 
written material. Springsteen 
Photos by Teri A. Belmuth 
Thurs. Nov 9 
Open Bar Party Upper Quads 
all you. wish to drink great disco 
ta-,..-,,,_,...__.....,....,....,~ .... ,_,,~,....,_..-.,.._,,...~ .. _....-,_,, ... 
Friday Nov 10 · 
.Desperado 
Late Nite Disco 1-3 
Sat. Nov 11 STEPS 
. DK Party 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Wednesday is Blues Rangers 
free admission 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
A speciaf thank-you to the seniors for a 
great party! : 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A 
Every Tues. 
Disco Dance Lessons 
No Charge for gals who come with guys 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
NITECOURT 
215 N. AURORA ST. 
272-3222 
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Art is Not Dead 
By Jim Gofdwasser 
Teresa Petersen 
Ever taken an Art course at 
I.C.? As a mater of fact, how 
many of you even know where 
the art department is? 
Situated beneath the football 
field, in a row of white 
garages, I.C. art department is 
secluded yet extremely active. 
If you have thought about it 
but never taken an art class, 
you may be missing one the 
most, potentially, exciting 
learning experiences available 
here. Art courses are open to 
everyone. Those with a good 
deal of self-motivation will 
probably get the most out of 
it. Though there is great 
variety of course content and 
approach, one thing that 
remains consistent is personal 
freedom. Students arc en-
couraged to pursue their own 
personal direction, with 
varying degrees of guidance. 
The department is basically 
equipped for working in sculp-
ture and printmaking as well 
as painting and drawing. Pain-
ting and drawing students arc, 
provided with ample work 
space in two separate studios. 
Instruction is given on a one to 
one basis and nude models are 
available regularly. Students' 
work from these classes is 
displayed in the building year 
round. If you're interested in 
printmaking you can have ac-
ces~ to facilities for woodblock 
printing, several type~ of et-
ching and engraving, 
silkscreen and lithography. 
One of the mo!>t popular 
courses in the department is 
introduction to Graphics. 
Students arc acquainted with 
many printing mediums in a 
more structured classroom 
situation than in painting. 
Sculpture facilities enable you 
to work in any material from 
wood and matal to plastics 
and neon lights. Students 
learn various construction 
MAGIC 
A TERRIFYING LOVE STORY 
JOSEPH E. LEVINE PRESENTS 
MAGIC 
ANTHONY HOPKINS ANN-MARGRET 
BURGESS MEREDITH ED LAUTER 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER C.O. ERICKSON 
MUSIC BY JERRY GOLDSMITH 
SCREENPLAY BY WILLIAM GOLDMAN, 
techniques as well as the 
reductive carving processes in 
stone, wood, and plaster. 
Sculpture courses allow each 
student to work in his or her 
most comfortable medium. 
The department i~ relatively 
intimate, with a five-person 
faculty. The Art professors, 
Salvatore Grippi, Harry Mc-
cue, David Smyth, Robert 
Richenberg, and Gary Wojcik, 
are all professional artists 
whose worth has been shown 
world-wide. Each has his own 
viewpoints in art, bring to the 
classes both older and more 
contemporary influence~. 
Though small, the an 
BASED UPON HIS NOVEL 
PRODUCED BY JOSEPH E. LEVINE AND RICHARD P. LEVINE 
DIRECTED BY RICHARD A1TENB0R0UGH 
PRINTS BY DE LUXE" TECHNICOLOR" 
-·....--R,-•1 {i) 
' -- ! ~--- , - • 
Q•~=:1:,: 
NOW PLAYING AT A-THEATER NEAR YOU 
CHECK LOCAL NEWSPAPERS FOR THEATER LISTINGS 
Page 13 
faculty is well rounded and ef-
ficient in working within 
limited facilities. But this will 
change. Plans are underway 
now for a renovation of the 
art building. Thanks to a 
donation from Cerrache Corp: 
the art department will be ex-
panding next fall. According 
department chairperson, 
Harry McCue, the department 
will be able to move into what 
is now the carpenters shop, 
once th_ new building is 
finished. This means about 
twice the space as well a, ex-
pan '.ed course offerings. 
r h-:rc is excitement in the air 
about the new building and 
improved facilities. The time 
ha\ come for the art dcpa, -
tmcnt to make the moq of it~ 
resources. 
* Safety 
m111i1111edji·o111 ,,age 5 
held a question and an,wcr 
period. The show wa, 
produced by Rici.. Mor~e. The 
Squad includes 5 member,: 
Chris Horn, A5si~tant Direc-
tor of Residential Life; Pat 
Brampton, Nurse Clinician at 
the I.C. Health Center; Kate 
Wall, Resident Director in the 
Lower Quads; Laura Myers, 
J.C. Security Officer; and Kay 
Jackson, a student from the 
Cri~is Center. Withiam, who 
e\prcssed extreme interest in 
the value of this program, i5 
the administrative figure, 
handling correspondence and 
finances of their activities. The 
funds for the program arc 
provided in the Security 
budget. For information, call 
X21 I. 
I.C. also has a Health and 
Safety Committee, a qanding 
committee in the Student 
Government, whose prupo,e is 
to deal \\ ith problem~ regar-
ding the ,afcty of tl!_e ,tudcnts. 
hamplc, of their rcspon-
\ibilitics arc in\'estigations of 
food service complaints. 
safety requirement\ and rcpo,-
ted assaults. On October 24, a 
representati\ c of the commit-
tee spoke at the Student 
Congress meeting in regard tv 
reported assaults at J.C.. The 
only case w,h the East To\, er 
assault, pre,iously reported in 
the Ithacan. Chairpcr,on of 
the committee is Tom 
Plastaras. 
There is also a Crisis Center, 
where a 5tudcnt can call for 
any type of personal emergen-
cy, or call if they feel a need to 
speak with ,omeone about any 
per~onal problem. The Cen-
trex number is xl58. 
~U'OOActA~ 
HELP WANTED 
IT'SFOR 
YOUeouoo 
please call 
274-"3207 
x207 
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continued from paie 2 
would like to point out that 
last year we funded two new 
faculty positions in the School 
of Business, two new faculty 
po~itiom in economics, and 
one FTE faculty position in 
math. All of the_se positions 
arc intended primarily to serve 
business majors. 
David Piver asked why the 
four-credit option was taken 
away. The decision to 
eliminate the four-credit op-
tion was made by the Provost 
in consultation with Dean Tom 
*Whalen 
Longin and the Chairpersons 
in H & S. This action was 
taken in direct response to the 
State Education Department 
and the Higher Education Ser-
vices Corporation who 
questioned the way in which 
we assign credit to our cour-
ses. The State Education 
people conducted a state-wide 
investigation of colleges and 
universities that were giving 
more credit than the work load 
and contact hours seemed to 
warrant. As a result of their 
audit of Ithaca College and the 
THE ITHACAN 
questions raised, we were un-
der considerable pressure to 
either increase the number of 
contact hours for four-credit 
courses or to bring them back 
to three-credit courses. 
Because of ~cheduling dif-
ficulties and limited classroom 
space, it was impossible to 
simply go to a fourth contact 
hour. After careful con-
sideration of the impact of this 
action, the Provost, the Dean 
and the Chairpersons of H & S 
recommended that we drop 
back to three-credit courses. I 
November 9,1978 
would also like to point out ferent kinds of sports activities 
that this shift from three- to -- specifically recognized var-
four - c red.it courses - - a sity sports for women and club 
unilateral action taken some sports. Of the sports she men-
years ago by a number of tioned (women's tennis, crew 
departments in H & S-- caused and ice hockey) only tennis is a 
serious scheduling problems varsity sport and is, therefore, 
for the non-H & S students funded by the Intercollegiate 
because a fourth credit often Athletics Department. Ice 
distorted their schedules and hockey and crew are club spor-
made it impossible for them to ts, and as such, receive fun-
participate in liber_al arts cour- ding through the student ac-
ses. The return to three-credit tivitics budget. 
courses College-wide will Derrick O'Berry wanted to 
alleviate this problem. know why Ithaca College does 
* Dishroom Blues 
Cathy DeYoe raised a not have a complete Afro-
question about funding American history department 
inequities for various sports similar to Cornell University, 
act1v1t1es. As Ms. De Yoe ex- and why Ithaca College does 
plained in her letter to the not promote Black cultural 
editor in last week's Ithacan, events and Black education 
conrinued.fiwn page 7 
and puts it on top of a 
plate of casserole. 
11. The person who. jams 
the fat soup spoons in the 
dessert cups. 
These are just a few of the 
problem causing idiosyn-
crasies that students force on 
the dishroom. All I hear is 
people complaining about the 
food, but just picture yourself 
scraping it off the plate! The 
students here are ignorant 
when it comes to being con-
siderate of the Macke. em-
ployees. We are not getting 
tips, just minimum wage and 
your raunchy leftovers. 
she was talking about two dif- -continued on page 19 
On Wednesday nights, in.----.. --------------------. 
the Terrace Dining Hall, if you 
hear someone screaming and 
yelling, It's me, on my way to 
a psychotic malfunction due to 
your laziness. Dishwashers are 
human; pity them as they 
sweat next to the leftover 
trough. 
Larry Yuhasz 318 EAST STATE ST. 
* Independent Study 
custom blend tobacco ... pipes ... 
imported cigars ... foreign cigarettes continued.from paie 4 
matters through the use of 
student evaulations. This pol-
icy was distributed to the· 
chairpersons of departments 
in Mav of last year and re-
distrib~ted again this fall. 
ition now. This was one of representation in the workings 
the main concerns discussed of the departments. As a re-· 
at a Politics department spon- suit of this meeting, organiza-
sored meeting on Thursday tion has begun in an effort to 
November 2nd in the Job gain student participation. 
Room. At this meeting ap-
magazines and newspapers 
books ... foreign magazines 
Many students feel, in reac-
tion to the new policy, that 
the position of student rep-
resentitive is just a to_J<en pos-
proximately 40-50 people, the 
general feeling was that 
student power is limited 
One student S\lid, students 
do not have enough power or 
* Record Review 
conttnuedfrom paf!,e JO 
ess. This album is one of his 
most touching releases. After 
listening to 'Comes A Time'. 
I can't help but feel as though 
I know Neil Young. 
Alburils for this review arc 
supplied by Soundchcck 
Systems. Inc.. 704 West 
Buffalo St.. home of new 
releases for $4. 99. 
SCULPTURE 
the iron shop 
the commons Z12·5101 
Fantastically tasty fish fillets, with 
tartar sauce, coleslaw and frcnch fries. 
Big People 
$2.75 
Little People 
$lo59 
(children under 12) 
i6\\lAE 1/f. 
'E (i00D TIMES ARE FOUND. 
At the Commons 
272-9597 
SUNDAY 
AFTERNOON LIVE!! 
&mday, 
D:nmoo-3 
2to7pm 
at 
--· J\hle· 
:,~,1 
:us N. Aarora St. 
Disco: Party 
From 5 to 700 
Free 
Champag:1e 
Free 
Fcxxl 
Win 
Ten $10 
Gift Certificaies 
from 
People's Place 
also 
5 Bottles of 
Champagne 
Fashions by People's Place 
Music by Nite Court 
Limited Seating - Purchase Tickets Early! 
, Tickets may be purchased at 
Nite Court, 215 North Aurora Strect & People's Place, On fhe Ithaca Commons 
d Admission $<1.00 .. - J 
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~-Rf SR)RiSFDRts------
BoIDbe-r~-LO-se-TOAih8ny Ste 
The Ithaca College Bombers doubt recei\'('. prime con-
hope to nail down an NCAA sideration. 
Division III playoff berth this The Bombers will try to 
Saturday when they meet the bounce back from their lone 
highly regarded Tigers of defeat of the 1978 season, a 9-
Towson State on South Hill 6 upset loss to host Albany 1 
Field. Kickoff time is 1 :00 State before an A BC -TV 
pm. regional audience and 7,000 
h will be Ithaca's final Bleeker Stadium fans. It was 
regular season game of 1978, Ithaca's first defeat in three 
and their second game ever contests with the Great Danes, 
against Towson State. The and the team's first loss in 
Bombers won last year's initial their last twelve outings. The 
contest 35-10. eleven game winning streak 
Both . Ithaca (8-1) and had been the second longest in 
Towson (7-2) have been sue- Division III football 
cessful playoff participants in this year. 
recent years, each team advan- Ithaca's potent running at-
cing to the Amos Alonzo tack, ranked first nationally 
Stagg Bowl in f>henix City, entering the game with a 328 
Alabama. The Bombers were yard average, was held to just 
NCAA Division III finalists in 186 yards against Albany, with 
1974 and '75, while the Tigers 85 coming on Bob Ferrigno's 
earned that distinction in fourth .quarter touchdown 
1976. Both are aiming for their jaunt. The sophomore from 
first national championship Huntington replaced starting 
since the tournament's incep- tailback Doug Getzke, a fill-in 
tion in 1973. for the injured John Nicolo 
Playoff pairings will be an- (knee), and ran for I 05 yards 
nounced on Sunday by the on seven carries. (The previous 
National Collegiate Athletic week against Hobart he had 90 
Association, and today's yard~ and two touchdowns. 
Ithaca-Towson winner will no continued on page /8 
Kevin Vogt returns one of three interceptions a1;ainst Albany State I'hoto by Jon Crismn. 
Ithaca College Crew · MEDICAL SCHOOL 
Rowing seems to be one of 
the least acclaimed sports at 
Ithaca College, yet Ithaca has 
made a. name for itself as one 
of the toughest schools in 
small college competition. 
The women's crew team gets 
up every morning at 5:30 to 
row 'before break fast and 
classes: The men's team 
usually rows in the afternoon 
though they often join th~ 
women in the morning. 
Rowing for an hour to an 
hour and a half five to six 
times a week is not the only 
type of practice required. The 
women are required to run 9 to 
12 miles a week while the men 
run between 18 and 20. A 
workout on the crgometer on-
ce a week is also part of the 
physical training program. 
The ergometer is set up on a 
platform that resembles the in-
side of an actual boat. 
Weights are placed on a pulley 
attached to a brake. Depen-
ding on how hard and how 
well one pulls on the oar, a 
score is measured on a counter 
in front of the machine. 
Duri~g t~intcr, practices 
contmue on the ergomctcr 
while .the team also runs and 
works out-in the tanb over at 
Cornell. _ The tanks are also a 
simulated form of rowing. 
Boat~ arc mounted in cement . 
and placed over channels of 
water. 
Contrary to popular belief, 
rowing has nothing to do with 
5trong shoulder mu~clcs. 
Most of the power comes from 
one's legs, hence the required 
running. 
Races in the fall are longer 
than those in the spring. A fall 
crew will row between 3000 
and 4000 meters in a typical 
race. This is roughly the 
length of the Cayuga Inlet. In 
the Spring, race·s are shorter, 
running between one and 1wo 
thousand meters. Fall racing 
season end~ with the Frostbite 
Regatta in Philadelphia 
November I 8 and ~tarts up 
again in the spring in Florida 
over spring break. Events 
have been broken down by 
Varsity and Junior-. Var~ity 
classification, but also by the 
weights of those rowing for 
the men. In a lightweight boat 
during the spring, all member~ 
must be under 160 lbs with a 
boat average of 155. Fall 
lightweight requirements are 
ANY SIZE 29 o 95 
WATERBED 
. House of Shalimar g 
Woterbed gives uniform support to entire body, 
creates less than half the pressure on your 
circulatory system. 
Collegetown Commons Pyramid 
273-7939 or 257-2222 
165 and 160 respectively. The 
Heavyweight clas~ is open to 
all tho~e above lightweight 
requirements. 
This fall season has not tur-
ned out lo be one of Ithaca\ 
better ones. However, the 
Varisty lightweights did 
highlight the ~eason by taking 
a first in the Head of the Con-
necticut. The mixe'd eight 
placed 12th in the I.cad of the 
Charles after being cut off by 
Trinity and losing valuable 
Jan. '79 and Aug. '79 applicants. 4-year fully 
recognized and established Mexican Medical 
School. with several hundred American stu-
dents enrolled. Use English language text-
books and exams in English. School combines 
quality education. small classes. experienced 
teachers. modern facilities. 
·uNIVERSIDAD DEL NORESTE 
120 East 41 st Street. New York. N.Y. 10017 
(21·2) 594-6589 or 683-6566 
WATCH THE 
BOMBERS BOUNCE 
BACK 
PATTI CLECHA-1t you see this ad, stop 
down to Pudgie's because we would like to 
give you a large pizza of your choice. 
-~~ 
~=/ Purlgi£9S Pi330 
Pudgies Pizza 
·211 Elmira Road 
272-7600 
.. 
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By Bob Schaye known for his ablility to work championship in 1976. Baker 
An eight and sixteen record, with students from high school started his success teaching the 
bad attitudes, players never to college. Baker has been fundamentals and team spirit 
knowing if they will play the coach and faculty member at to high school students where 
next game, and a new coach North Adam since 1973 , hewascoachofbasketballand 
can only mean one thing said taking his 1977-1978 basket- baseball at Oneonta High 
Coach Tom Baker, and that is ball team to a 14-10 record School. 
"rebuilding." (10-5 conference play). Coach Baker is happy being 
Baker was named Ithaca Baker's soccer team at North back at Ithaca College after 
College head varsity basket- Adam compiled-a five record being away for fifteen years. 
ball coach this year. Baker is a of 56-12-10, including two un- Baker said this year's team is 
1963 gradute of J.C., where he defeated regular seasons,- two going to be rebuilding. 
recieved his bachelor's degree NCAA tournament bids.and Baker's rebuilding progaram 
in physical education. He is the New England ECAC will consist of dealing with 
•••------------... ------aaw three aspects of basketball: the 
. /.L'I _ ~~J.L1~~ PET first, is to change the attitudes 
.,5 W •SR,,v SHOP of the players; the second, to 
strengthen team togetherness; 
and the third, to improve 320 E. State St .. Ithaca Phone 277 -0700 
formerly Per Par<1d1~e. me 
NEW OWNERS • MEL & Anne Ayars. also owners of FISH TA/VK, J11cksonvl 
o Tropical & Marine Fish 
9Aquarium Accessories 
GSma/1 Anim 's, Birds & ReptilH 
&Sporting : -funting Dog Supplies 
PORTALE KENNELS"BOOKS"FOODS'ANIMAL HEALTH AIDS 
SHOW & OBEDIENCE EQUIPMENT 
Open Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 10-6; Thurs. Fri. 10-9 
TRIVIA 
by george goodman 
QUESTION ONE: On Sun-
day, Pittsburgh running back 
Franco Harris became the 
third player to gain more than 
7,000 yards. name the two 
,players he joined in this 
category. 
player personnel. Baker said, 
"If I want a winning team, 
I.C. will have to recruit a few 
players who can play Division 
II ball" (I.C. is in Division 
HI). 
Though the Bombers 
haven't played any games yet, 
Baker says he can already see 
the attitudes of the players 
toward the game and each 
other strengthening. Baker 
said," Regardless of what 
happens this season we will 
keep our cool." 
Tim Forbes, a jr. from 
Ellington, Conn., says he is 
enjoying the ways things are 
being done, such as the leader-
QUIZ 
QUESTION TWO: St. Louis 
Cardinals running back Jim 
Otis became the Cards' career 
rushing leader on Sunday. 
Name the player who held that 
record till Sunday. 
QUESTION THREE: Yankee 
pitcher Ron Guidry came close 
to being the third pitcher to 
win the American League 
Most Valuable Player AW1rd. 
Name the two pitchers that 
have won this award. 
ship that is being instilled in 
each player instead of in in-
dividual players. Forbes said, 
"Everyone cares about each 
· other and about this year, not 
like last year where players 
couldn't care, and there are no 
pressures, this year because we 
.have nothing to lose and all to 
gain." 
The Bombers this year will 
have a young team, consisting 
of three seniors, five juniors, 
three sophmores and four 
fresh people. Baker said, "I 
am happy with a young team . 
This year is a rebuilding year, 
why not start young." 
QUESTION FOUR: Nebraska 
rolled up 799 yards against 
Kansas on Saturday to set a 
team r·ecord. In 1976, 
Nebraska gained 655 yards 
against a team to set the record 
then. Name the tealJl 
Nebraska gained those yards 
against. 
Greyhound- Rx• 
The cure for 
college blahs. UNLIMITED --: ....... · ~ 
SH~IMP I,/" 
at our un1411e ~ · 
QUESTION FIVE: Name the 
interim coach of the Min-
nesota North Stars now that 
regular coach Harry Howell is 
in the hospital after it was 
detected that he had an 
irregular heartbeat. 
Trivia Answers 
It's a feeling that slowly descends upon 
you. The exams, the pop tests, the required 
reading, the hours at the library, the thesis-
they won't go away. 
But you can. This w~ekend, take off, say 
hello to your friends, see the sights. have a 
great time. You'll arrive with money in your 
pocket because your Greyhound trip doesn't 
take that much out of it. 
If you'r.e feeling tired, depressed and 
exhausted, grab a Greyhound and split. It's a 
sure cure for the blahs. 
Greyhound Service 
Onc,- Round-
To Way Trip 
NewYork 22.·15 23.00 4x'sada} 
Phi la. 27 .70 3935 3x's a day 
Buffalo 6.75 12.85 5x'saday 
Rochester 4.20 8.00 5x's a day 
Boston 31.60 60.05 3x's a day 
Ask your agent about adart1onal departures and return !rips 
1Pr1cl.c, Sl.b,ec: to ct1aNJ':' ! 
Greyhound Agent 710 W e~t State Street 272-7930 
salad bar 
PLUS .. Unlimited , 
Appetizers and Desserts 
TortdJamous ~ 
TUC?UACI\~ 
JOlU 
-uos U;)ID =3Ald "M3MSNV 
!!'eM'eHJO 
Al!SJ;}A!Ufl ="MflOd "M3MSNV 
(I L6 I) 
;)flJ8 'eP!A pue (896 I) urepw 
S!UU;}Q :33~Hl. ~3MSNV 
pue10~ 
,{uu4of :oA\.l ~3MSNV 
UMOJ8 lll!f pue uosd 
·UI!S . f"O =3N0 "M3MSNV 
ROUTE 13, ITHACA. N.Y. C: RESERVATIONS-272-6484 
FREE -Exhaust System Inspection 
_________ , ••• at your local Walker Dealer 
Just bring your car In for a free exhaust 
system Inspection and we'll give you a 28 
ounce bottle of Coke Absqlutely Freel 
Then, If your exhaust' system does need an ' 
repair work, we'll give you an accur;ite es-
timate - of only the parts you need, nothing 
more. · 
We Install Walker mufflers and pipes, roo. 
The ones designed speclflcally for your car. 
Even imports. So you can rest assured that 
tho wrong muffler won't be. wasting gas -
or reducing your engine's efficiency - or 
causing poor acceleration. 
St•ck with your neighborhood service sta-
tion or repair garage ... so you don't get 
stuck wlfh a gas-guzzling mufflerl And get 
Walker - the world's best selfing muffler 
from your nearest Patts Plus Service 
Center. You'll find It llsted below. 
SPECIAL OFFER SPONSORED BY THESE DISTRIBUTORS 
UNITED AUTO. PARTS 
PARTS PLUS AUTO STORE 
616 W Buffalo Street, Ithaca, N V 27J-l4lA 
SAM KRAMER'S AUTO FINISHES 
- JSS Elmira Road, llhoco, NY. 27J·5'J9 ~ II -f,oo Inspection by Tho,o Sorv,co Co•lors lisle</ Be/ow Only -
.,,, Parts ~.~~~ervice ~enters 
·1w·,•0a11s.nk• Dn1'1TUACO 1...li'1IIIOC0'4onk1 .... ~··'"'- r.s .. a-,muo UL AIITO llPAIIS RouNU 400 Sptncer Road Corner Maple Avo. & Orydtn R.oad 917 Dryd1n Road, Route 366 201 W•U Stnt'CI Slrtet 1411 Danby Road Ntwfltld, N.Y. 
1 .... 11· 1 IUIOCO ,..,·,uco 1,..·, MOlll Sonic, H61(..,,. i..,·,, .... 
17:Z Elmlr1 Ro.ad 1ntff11k1n, N.Y. 717 Elmira Road 401 South C1y1.1g1 Slrttl SOH:J WHI Stat, Slr .. l 
UFlllD IUTO IU'IIIS .......... a,11S.nk1 ..... 11101 s.n,, • r-..110111 llodlf'I JIIOIJL Sinko ..... ,'°'"'" 
MIiien Corners Rtt.t6A4414 ~14 North MHdOW SlrHt M11n& W11hlngton Stt.. '2'00 w,u s,n,u strNt cornttWnt Court 4 Meadow S11. 
Enf11ld, N Y. Ovid, N.Y. Trum1n1burg,_N Y. 
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Nat 'l Scene: 
In a copyrighted article that 
is one of the most sensational 
ever published in the United 
States on horse racing.Sports 
Ulustratcd accused several 
leading jockeys of accepting 
bribes to control races. One 
Tony Ciulla revealed in the 
magazine that he had fixed 
several hundred races at 
tracks across the country and 
most active in the New York 
City area between 1972 and 
1975. 
In a piece written by free 
lance writer, Bill Surtface, 
Ciulla claims that he paid 
large sums of money to Angel 
Cordero Jr., Jorge Velazquez, 
Jacinto Vasquez, Mike 
Venzia, Braulio Baeza, Mickey 
Solomone and'Eddie Belmonte 
to "pull" horses so that he 
could makew huge gains 
on exotic exacta or trif ecta 
wagering. "Pulling" horses 
means that jockeys would hold 
back horses so they would 
finish out of the money (not in 
1st, 2nd, 3rd). Ciulla, as it is 
reported, would place bets on 
combinations minus the held 
back horses, resulting in 
large pay-offs. 
Sports Ulustrated is a widely 
read and respected magazine. 
Astory such as this e:ener-
ally thought to be true no 
matter if the accused deny the 
allegations (which the jockeys 
have done). Angel Cordero Jr. 
has even gone as far to de-
mand. a retractrion of the art-
icle but Time Inc. (publishers 
of SI) has refused to. Cordero 
has charged that the article 
and "libelous statements" 
have done irreparable damage 
to him. 
The racing fans in New York 
have been loud and rowdy 
towards the jockeys named in 
the unsubstantiated report 
since it has appeared. Cordero 
was the target of the fans on 
Friday while Velazquez was 
roasted on Saturdav. Cordero 
was back at the ce.nter of at-
tention with the booing, 
hissing and ticket throwing 
of the fans on Sunday. There 
was even a report that a 
well-known owner ordered one 
of the accused jockeys off of 
his horse ancl replaced him 
with someone else who was 
not named in the article. 
This incident brings about a 
point that has been evident 
more and more. The old 
Democratic adage "A man is 
innocent until proven guilty" 
has been turned around and 
reads "A man is guilty until 
proven innocent." Horse rac-
ing has always been under 
suspicion and the scrutiny of 
law officials. New York is the 
center of the horse racing 
world and the NYRA (New 
York Racing Association) 
has been fairly free of unwant-
ed publicity like this in the 
past. All trainers, jockeys, and 
owners have a goal to make it 
in New York, the major league 
of horse racing. 
Now Sports Ulustrated 
comes out with this story 
with its guns pointed at the 
height of the horse racing 
world. A dark cloud has been 
brought over the sport by a 
man (Ciulla) convicted of 
drugging horses in Massa-
chusetts, bribing racing off-
icials in Rhode Island, among 
other offenses, and who is now 
trying to save himself from a 
long term jail sentence by 
"spilling the beans." 
The FBI made Ciulla an 
offer he could not refuse. Spo-
rts Illustrated states in the 
article, "If he (Ciulla) would 
testify in grand jury proceed-
ings and trials in the six 
states, he probably would 
l1avc to serve only a little more 
than 20 months of the four-to-
six year Atlantic City senten-
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cc (CiuL., was convicted on 
six count~ of conspiracy to 
commit sports bribery) and 
other charges would be drop-
ped. The U.S. Department of 
Justice would give him im-
munity from any further 
prosecution except for lying 
under oath. Anyway, the U.S. 
Marshall Service would re-lo-
cate Ciulla. Of course, Ciulla 
jumped at the offer and told 
of his "operations." Having 
it printed in Sports Illustrated 
is a blessing for Ciulla. Every-
one now believes that horse 
racing is crooked and is con-
trolled by money. But, worst 
of all, Ciulla gets released. 
Something doesn't seem 
right. A convicted crimin-
al is basically set free for 
blackening the image of a 
sport and in particular, the top 
jockeys in America. Hopefully 
further investigations will ex-
onerate the accused and 
horse racing in general. And 
one must hope that another 
farce like this ,viii not occur 
stop the defense from playing 
the run on every down 
like Albany State did .... If we 
used it once, it would have 
kept the defense honest. .. 
Albany State was better 
prepared coaching-wise than 
the Bombers were ... The bom-
bers have to put that game 
behind them and whip Towson 
State on Saturday ... A big 
turnout and a strong ovation 
at the beginning of the game 
would help. (Hint, Hint) 
Bits and Pieces: Rumors of a 
Phil Esposito trade have cea-
sed... The 'Patrick Division 
continues to play well outside 
of division. They are now 27-
5-S after Tuesday's action ... 
Jim Rice winning AL MVP has 
been predicted since the 
World Series. May not agree 
with choice. Some jerk had 
Guidry fir third place, one spot 
behind Milwaukee's Larry 
Hisle... Monday Night Foot-
ball has had first place teams 
defeated the last three weeks. 
(Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, and 
Washington) .. Anyone notice 
that the Chicago s·ulls broke 
a 9-gamc losing streak on Sat-
urday? Docs anvone care? 
Kni~ks continue ·to cure in· 
somniacs ... Entc11aining even-
ing for people seeing ABC's 
Wide World of Sport producer 
Doug Wilson on Tuesday ... 
Figure if I don't mention the 
football Giants they might win 
a game .. CBS "announcer" 
Jayne Kennedy should be vot-
ed Most Valuable Announcer 
bv NBC. After watching her, 
oi1e learns to switch to NBC 
when her"in-depth" inter-
views" come on .... 
Dallas Cowboys have lost the 
ball 29 times so far this year 
on fumbles and interceptions. 
Tony Dorsett has committed 7 
fumbles already .. ~Oakland 
Raider coach John Madden 
notched 100th carreer victory 
on Sunday ... This year's base-
ball's free-agent draft clearly 
showed what a farce the whole 
thing is ... 13 teams have good 
shot at NFL' s 10 playoff 
positions ... 
1:·····y.re1come·-students l 
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Ithaca College Intramural Action 
BY Don Nichter 
Floor hockcv? "What is 
it?"you ask. It~ an intramural 
'>port played in the gym with 
rules that arc similiar to ice 
hockey. The main differences 
arc that players wear sneakers 
instead of ice skates and a 
round ball is used instead of a 
flat puck. Four players plus 
a goalie make up each team in 
a game that lsts for three ten 
minute periods. 
Right now, 22 teams are 
competing for the champion-
ships of the fall season. The 
league is structured into 3 
divisions: the Molson, Miller, 
and Michelob Condferenccs. 
Two teams from each division 
plus two "wild card" teams 
will make the playoffs and 
have the opportunity to win 
the title. 
ZOW, the - defending 
champs, arc starting out this 
year \vherc they left off last 
year. They have outscored 
their opponents 26-4 in winn-
ing their first three games. 
Phil Poiner has scored 7 of 
those goafs and Steve Maskell 
and Jnn Hcisman have 7 pts 
apiece so far. The Half-Way 
House is tied with ZOW atop 
the Miller Conference. Pete 
Rogal is leading the way for 
them with 5 goals. The 
''House'' took one of their vic-
tories in overtime over the 
Vongers on a 30 foot shot by 
Tim Benedict. Burn, Rape, 
and Pillage is close behind 
ZOW after burning the Talcott 
Terrorists and the Mean 
Machine in their first 2 games. 
Rick Rosenercrans had a hat 
trick in the former game. The 
Crazy Eights won their first 
game in a thrilling fashion as 
! 'lltuir 1S a dlff irrtncr !II ,{;0]J 
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~1~ Progrws and Hm 
How would Shakespeare 
have played OY.? 
With gusto. And 1n all seasons. 
It 1s a brew for listening to a winter"s tale. It is a libation in praise of 
a midsummer night's dream. 
It 1s hearty and full-bodied. It 1s smooth and easy going down 
And the abundant head of O.V 1s but prologue. 
Verily. 'tis why illl the players act upon the theme. ·its too good 
to gulp:· 
Guippen clicked for an over-
time goal in a 3-2 victory over 
the Ithaca Bongers. 
In the Molson Conference, 
two teams remain undefeated. 
The Mashers arc 3-0 after 
wins over the Little Flyers, 
Wastes, and Land Whales. 
The Thai Sticks have won both 
of their games also. The 
Rowdies and Little Flyers arc 
fighting for the top also after 
recording 2-1 records in the 
first two weeks of the season. 
Over in the Michelob Con-
ference, goals have been 
coming easy for Danny 
Bernardi of Guns & Dope. 
He's scored 6 goals in each of 
his teams first two games to 
lead the league in that cate-
gory. Dean Bart also had a 3 
goal game for Guns & Dope; 
now 2-0. Bernardi is not the 
only one having_ an easy time 
of finding the net. Fred Arno-
wich has got his PuckinA 's 
team off to good start while 
clicking for 10 goals and 3 
assists for a 13 point total ;one 
behind Bernardi. The Row-
land Rampage, 1-2, has a goal 
scorer in Ron LaRussa. La-
Russa has had a hat trick in 
two of the Rampagc's first 3 
games and has a 7 goal total 
for the season. In the Ram-
page's other game Don 
Nichter registered a hat trick. 
The Knobs'Dana Robbin also 
scored a hat trick that includ-
ed the winning goal in his 
teams lone victory. 
Basketball Intramurals 
The Fall Intramural Basket-
ball League is underway with 
30 teams competing for the 
championship. There are two 
leagues set up: a pro division 
for the "superstar" players 
and a college divisioi:i for the 
rest of the not so great roun-
dballers. At present only two 
teams are still undefeated. 
One of these, the Sky Kings, 
have won their first 4 games; 
all by less than a 3 point 
margin. Randy Gray has been 
leading the way with his con-
sistent scoring. Scott Richie 
has been the top rebounder, 
and "Rich" Abston controls 
the attack as the playmaker 
for the "Kings". 
The other undefeated team 
is in the College Division and 
are known by the elusive name 
"Who's Got the Ball". 1hey 
have a balanced attack that 
has produced victories in their 
first four games. Other top 
teams so far this year that have 
only lost one game include: 
Ward IO Lodge, Kelly's 
Herne,, Mick 7's, 11-Alive, 
Bilikens, Baskin-Robbins, 
Give-it, and Rivoli Fuel Co. 
* Bombers Lose First 
c11111i1111ed from JJ<I,!!<' 15 
and was named ECAC 
"Rookie of the Week.") 
Nicolo, out with cartilege 
damage to his knee, is expec-
ted back in action against 
Towson. 
Full back Matt Mees added 
61 yards on 16 carries for the 
Bombers, but quarterback 
Doug Bencsko was stopped 
for minus 14 yards on ten 
tries, as the Danes effectively 
shut off Ithaca's option at-
tack. 
Bencsko was also intercep-
ted three times by senior Cal 
Flint, the first one setting up 
Albany's only touchdown in 
the first quarter. A first down 
pass deflected off the hands of 
intended receiver Matt Mees, 
and Flint returned it 36 yards 
to the Bomber ·4-yard line. 
Albany fullback Mike 
Mirabella busted in for the 
score from there, and a missed 
PAT attempt by Gary Berman 
made it 6-0 Albany. 
Ithaca's defense proceeded 
to hold Albany scoreless until 
the final l :30 of the game, 
when an unheralded soccer 
player named Dario Arango 
drilled a 45-yard field goal for 
the victory. In the meantime, 
they managed to limit the 
Danes to 236 yards rushing 
and 89 passing on 5 of 16 
completions. 
Cornerback Kevin Vogt, a 
sophomore from Fulton, in-
tercepted three Albany passes, 
returning them for 53 yards, to 
give the Bombers 22 thefts for 
the season. Also outstanding 
defensively was outside backer 
Dan Dougherty, who sacked 
Albany quarterback Brad 
Aldrich four times behind the 
line of scrimmage. Dougherty, 
a senior from Candor, was 
named "Defensive Player of 
the Game'' by ABC broad-
casters Terry Hanratty and Al 
Ackerman. John Laper had 
Please __ Patronize 
Our Advertisers 
ten tackles for the Bombers, 
while Dick Timpano had nine 
and Tom Kleinhammer eight. 
Coach Jim Butterfield gave 
credit to the defense for their 
usual outstanding effort, but 
admitted that Ithaca's offense 
was "flat" against Albany. 
Part of that problem was the 
absence of Nicolo, Ithaca's 
seco11d leading rusher and tdp 
punt returner this year, and 
the ineffectiveness of Bencsko. 
"You can't lose your best 
back and not have it affect the 
club," said Butterfield of 
Nicolo. "He might give you 
two or three yards more on 
each carry, and that just could 
be the difference. 
I've always said that you 
have to be lucky to go un-
defeated," said the 12th year 
coach, who has had two un-
beaten teams at Ithaca. 
"Every team has an off week, 
and this happened to be ours. 
We didn't even play close to 
good football." 
While the Bombers were 
losing their first decision of 
the year on Saturday, the 
Tigers of Towson were collec-
ting their fourth straight win, 
a 27-0 shutout of Salisbury 
State. 
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1. Calamari *Whalen 
2. Passageway continued from page 14 corrected. The Upper Quads 3 Aliqueur 
4. one who flops courses within each schoot·nn will receive consideration in 
5 Afternoon campus. On several occasions the College's planning for the 
6. Peter I have encouraged students next phase of renovations. 
7 Frederick and faculty members in- Betsy Beatty asked how the 
~ ~:~dren's socks tcrestcd in developing special quality of food in the dining 
10. Part of forearm programs to present their halls could be improved. La,t 
11. Roman garments arguments to the respective year, in response to per,istent 
12.Adog'scries department, and deans. If complaint, from ~tudents 
14
-A chicken there is sufficient support for about Saga, a group of 5tudcn-16 Pronoun 
18. Emotional shock special programs, such as ,~ and ,taff, under Tom 
21 Medieval manuscript A fro-American studies, they Salm 's leadership, evaluated a 
23. Spotted will be ,eriously considered. number of national food ,er-
28 Involves endurance of pain Last spring, in rcspon<,e to \'ice operations and decided to 31 "I love----·· 
32_ Water (Fr) ,tudent and faculty interest, I make a change to Macke. 
34 Pronoun arranged a meeting of student5 Macke, new to the College thi, 
35. Kind and faculty with the Dean of year, i, trying to do a good 
36. Join 1--1 & S to consider thi\ very job. They need and \\elcome 
37 Female pilot c1ue~t ion. At that pomt, it \\ a~ · I I 39 "Sit ____ .1" your 111put. 5uggcq t mt you 
41 Thrill up to the group of intcrc,tcd ,pea" to rhe dining hal·t 
42. c.- _ ,tudcnts and faculty to come manager~ or the director of 
43 warning against park1ng(abbr) up \\ith ,pccific proposab. I dilling service, about you~ 
46. Headless horseman have not heard the rc~ulb nf concerns. You \l10uld al,u 
48. Talent t · 1·1· t · · \\'' t 50 Areaofpol1t1cal unrest t icir c ort~ at t w, time. ·It 1 make your cornpLiint~ and 
52. Lifesaver rc/;!arcl to the question of Black ,uggcstion, to member, of th,: 
54. Natural blackout cultural evenh, I think that ,tudcnt food committee. If, 
59. Chem. compound (abbr) question should be addressed after you have ,:1okcn to all 01 
60. Camp•us speech clinic to the student activities group. these people, you .rre ,till 
~!: ::~s As I understand it, the Afro- dissatisfied, I suggest you stop 
67. Barbara Latin society ha!> a budget for by and talk to Tom Salm 
69. To step so --- social and cultural events and about your complaint~. 
Hy Theresa Petersen and Debbie Crabbs 
see answers next issue 
ACROSS 75-The (Fr.) a number of activities arc Let me conclude by ,;ayin1; 
1. Band planned by the society each that I am interested in studen-
6. Protein source 37. A girl's name 58_:swimmer's ailment year. ts' questions and concerns. My 
13. Sudden nausea 38. Not applicable (abbr.) 60 .. ls (Sp.) Patti Chapman a~kcd why visits to Student Congress each 
14. Italian dish 39. Host (Ital.) 61. Them (Ital.) the Terraces are being semester are only one vehicle 
15. As far as 4o. Bowel movement ind ucer 62."Famous cover girl (ln1t.) renovated before the Upper for me to hear and respond to 
16. Partisan commonwealth 42. An idiot's reply 64. Star in "The GrADUATE" (abbr) Quads. Tile Upper Quads as h · 1 Id l"k l 7. Troubled 44. chem. abbr. 65_ Chinese dish sue questions. wou I e to 
19.RobertGoulet's(abbr.) 45.Ariver 68_FrankBerman'sCorp.{abbr) well as the Terraces do need encourage students with 
20. Organization for former workers 46. suffix 69 .. The lion attention. The decision was questions or concerns to take 
22. Something that can wait 47· type size · 70. Sg;auss made to renovate the Terraces them to their Deans, the 
24. "A boy named----- 49· In the form of slanted letters 71. Dept of Phys Ed. (abbr) first because there are st rue- Provost, the Business 
25. Italian money 51. --- al. 72'."l'!at shown I b 26_ Railroad (abbr.) 53. Passed 73_ Aged tura pro terns resulting from Manager, or the Vice 
29. Ex-Yankee 28 (abbr.( 55. Compulsive desire 74_ Naked hamburger the original construction, a~ President for Student Affairs. 
30. Briefs 56. Pronoun 76. Melt well as deteriorating con- Sincerely, 
33. An affected manner (pl.) 57 . Irritation 77. Major determinant of ditions caused by normal wear James J. Whalen 
35. A school in Boston (abbr.) See Answers in Next Issue physical characteristics and tear I hat need to be President 
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I wants you to get ready for winter. I 
I ; I New Shipment of Recycled Men's & Women's ij 
I Suede Coats 20% off thru Saturday. I 
I Women's Wool, Cloth, and Corduroy Coats $12 & $16 I 
I I I Men's Long Wool Army and Marine Coats in Green I 
I · Blue & Grey. I 
I 100% Wool Navy Sailor Tops $7 l I ~. 13 Button Navy Pants $14.95 i Ii~, i I~·· and much more~ ; 
,~J ; 
t Shop for Winter Now! /,\;;~, .. ),'flll,,,.,.n ~ 
107 S. Cayuga St. I\ \l 
in Commons West 
1
~~i\' ~1\1 j 
. for the fin::.=~=~~!:~=-----~ 
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Friday & Saturday 
TEQ-iNffi.OR® FrO'TI WARNER BROS.GA WARNER CO'v1MUNCATIONS C0\1~ ~[BJ 
7 &9:30 
Gl:IVI: 11/4.C/(JVl/4/i 
/41. l'l4Clli0 Sunday 
7 & 9:30 
r SC/WECRD1¥ 
"Two yeoman perfor-
mances by charismatic 
actors Gene Hackman 
and Al Pacino, who make 
the film their own and 
stunningly extract every · 
ounce of entertainment 
and emotional potential 
from their roles." 
-w,11,am Woll, Cue Maga1me 
-
